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As we put the finishing touches on the third edition of 

our special journal-style DIRT issue, it seems a good time 

to reflect on why trail runners are so passionate about our 

sport … endeavor … meditation … whatever we deem it. 

Sure, it is great exercise running up and down hills 

and mountains, over roots, rocks and dirt. And it’s a 

fun challenge to race against our peers and ourselves, 

breaking through mental and physical barriers. Certainly, 

whenever possible, we all prefer breathing fresh high-

country oxygen over smog-infused city air. But perhaps 

there’s even more to it. 

Recently, in a neglected pile on my desk, I unearthed 

a printout from an essay in The Great New Wilderness 

Debate. “Indian Wisdom” (penned in 1933) by Chief 

Luther Standing Bear captures those mystical moments on 

the trail that are the heart of the matter. 

“The old [Lakota] people came to literally love the soil 

and they sat or reclined on the ground with a feeling of 

being close to a mothering power,” Standing Bear wrote. 

“It was good for the skin to touch the earth and the old 

people liked to remove their moccasins and walk with bare 

feet on the sacred earth.”

He went on, “[T]o sit or lie upon the ground is to be able 

to think more deeply and to feel more keenly; [one] can see 

more clearly the mysteries of life and come closer in kinship 

to other lives about him.”

Swap “sit or lie upon the ground” for “run on dirt,” and I 

think Standing Bear’s quote sums up the deepest reasons we 

all run trails in the woods, plains and mountains. So, here’s 

to dirt and the insight it can bring.

Kicking off the issue, Rickey Gates writes about tracking 

down his globetrotting sister in Uganda for a marathon 

run up Mount Elgon. And, back in the United States, 

“Yankee Grit” explores the rich history and recent activity 

in New Hampshire’s White Mountains. “The Quest to 

Endure” tells a moving story of two women diagnosed 

with MS who use trail running as a means to cope. And 

the high-alpine images from an impromptu romp in 

Wyoming’s Wind River Mountains will have you Googling 

for more. And that’s not the half of it …

We hope DIRT inspires you to go deeper, both 

physically and metaphorically, in your trail running, and 

that we succeed in our mission to celebrate our diverse 

and vibrant community and culture. So, kick off your 

shoes, and feel the DIRT.

Why Dirt?
Finding our place on the planet

BY MICHAEL BENGEEDITOR’S NOTE

Photo by Jim
 Speth Photography.  ©
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RUNNERS 
Gary Robbins (right); Yassine Diboun

BETA 
This 93-mile trail might be America’s most 
epic circumambulation. It’s certainly among 
the most iconic. Encircling Washington’s 
glaciated high point, 14,411-foot Mount 
Rainier, the route gains some 22,000 feet 
as it transitions between evergreen forests, 
wildflower meadows and rocky high alpine.

In July 2015, Robbins—paced by Diboun 
for the final 30 miles—ran the trail in a 
blistering 18 hours 52 minutes, a fastest 
known time by more than two hours. 

“The trail is basically either going up 
or down,” says Robbins. “The climbs are 
more power hiking than running, and the 
descents are really long and technical.”

SEASON
Late August to September for the full loop. 
(Robbins was able to run in early July due 
to unseasonably warm temps and low 
precipitation last year.) Lower-elevation 
sections are snow free earlier in summer.

TRAIL DIFFICULTY 
Several-thousand-foot climbs, technical 
terrain and moderate elevations (up to 
6,750 feet), as well as long, isolated 
stretches, make the Wonderland Trail 
extremely challenging.

SPONSORED BY

Sense Pro 2 - MSRP $130
The Sense Pro 2 is perfect for an easy three-mile 
run or for FKTs that last all day (and all night). 
The lightweight and 6mm drop keep you efficient 
and fast as the hours pile up, while the responsive 
cushion and Profeel film protect your feet from 
taking a beating. With welded overlays, durable 
Quicklace, and buttery Endofit inside, the upper 
fits like a dream, even during sleep deprived 
hallucinations. Gary Robbins would never run 
around a giant volcano without them.

Wonderland Trail
Mount Rainier National Park, 
Washington

FAVORITE 
TRAIL

PHOTO BY JEFF PELLETIER
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Merrell and Tough Mudder are teaming up for 2016 to 

bring you the biggest, baddest obstacle challenge yet.

Gear up, grab your team, and get muddy.

WWW.MERRELL.COM/TOUGH-MUDDER



The all Out Crush
With M SELECT™ GRIP that cleans up the most 

muddy and rugged terrain with a smooth ride.

EVERYTHING
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S T O R Y  A N D  P H O T O S  B Y  R I C K E Y  G AT E S

H E A R T  O F 

T H E  M AT T E R
MOUN TA INS  A ND  MEMOR IES  CON V ERGE  ON  A  RUN  IN  A FR IC A

Merritt Gates makes her way 
around spring-fed Jackson's Pool 
on the upper reaches of Mount 
Elgon in Eastern Uganda.
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W H AT  C O N C E R N E D  M E  were the gumboots. 

I considered the number of miles and amount of vertical 

that the day had in store for us as I scanned Rogers’s footwear 

decision. They were green, calf height, impermeable and 

completely lacking in structure. I glanced at my running 

shoes, then at my sister Merritt’s running shoes, then 

returned my attention to the gumboots. A purely imagined 

stench of gangrene wafted up from below.

The sky brightened and the outline of a mountain emerged 

behind the ramshackle town of Bumasola. If, at one point, 

the summit of Mount Elgon was visible from where we 

stood, it would have been 10 million years ago, yesterday 

in geological time. Before a violent eruption blew a vertical 

mile off the top of Mount Elgon, her summit reached higher 

into the heavens than her 19,341-foot sister to the south, 

Mount Kilimanjaro. Despite the mountain’s decapitation, 

its footprint remains the largest of any volcano in the world, 

one that would roughly cover the state of Rhode Island. 

Three boda boda drivers arrived to the tin-can vibration 

of their cheap Chinese motorcycles, as they said they would. 

After confirming the price of the ride, we took our seats on 

the backs of the motorcycles and started up the red-dirt 

road toward the flanks of the mountain. A growing light 

illuminated the smiling children emerging from the clay-

brick huts along the side of the road. 

“Muzungu! Muzungu!” they yelled, and waved as we 

went by. Merritt had explained to me that the Bantu word 

muzungu was essentially a cognomen for white foreigners, 

not unlike the gringo heard throughout Latin America. 

Merritt takes mild offense to the word—it is a title that 

she feels is reserved for “outsiders,” the three-week safari 

tourists, the entourages of backpackers who pass through 

one country to the next, hostel to hostel, and the foreigners 

who live in the country but remain in their comfortable 

Western bubble. 

Having lived in Uganda for the past two years, immersed 

in the underground art world of Kampala and working part-

time for a non-profit that provides solar power to remote 

medical clinics, Merritt insists that she has graduated from 

that class of tourist. But as its literal translation is “one who 

wanders aimlessly,” I think that muzungu seems entirely too 

appropriate for her.

Nine years of travel and study abroad have taken Merritt 

from Cairo to Guadalajara, Vietnam to Argentina. Tucked 

away in her frontal lobe are three fluent languages and 

an additional four that could order a meal, bargain for a 

reasonable taxi fare or learn the intricate process of making 

Indian chapati. 

In the spring of 2015, memories of my sister spanned 

five continents, three decades and nearly every unfettered 

emotion only siblings can share. A mutal propensity to 

travel light, far and unencumbered put the two of us in 

touch with a fervent reality that few other than the travel 

weary know and understand. When, after a year had passed 

and Merritt made no signs of returning home to Colorado 

for a visit, it occurred to me that it might be up to me to 

check on the Dr. Livingstone of my family.

I had arrived in Uganda a few days earlier. Despite 

Merritt’s lack of running fitness, I suggested a mountain, my 

treat. Merritt, in turn, suggested the mountain. 

B A S A LT,  C O L O R A D O ,  19 8 7

I don’t remember the color of the five-gallon bucket 

or if it had an icon displaying the danger of an infant 

toppling over into it. What I remember is that it 

was a Wednesday, because the garbage went out on 

Wednesdays. I had returned from taking several bags of 

trash to the bottom of the drive, when I noticed Merritt’s 

motionless legs protruding from the rim of the bucket 

like tulips leaning toward the sun.

I quickly alerted my father, who was on the phone 

nearby. My younger brother, John, sat behind him on the 

back of the chair, massaging his shoulders. In a blur my 

father arose and John toppled backward to the floor. My 

father pulled her from the bucket, where she had been 

playing in its few inches of water only moments before, 

and commenced slapping her back to consciousness.

Though at the time it wasn’t in my capacity to imagine 

the consequences had I arrived from the bottom of the 

drive a few minutes later, the thought crosses my mind 

every so often and a certain emptiness passes through me. 

T H E  A F T E R N O O N  prior to setting off, Merritt and I stood in the 

government tourism office at the far edge of town, making 

our way through the subtle formalities of introduction with 

the desk agent before us. Merritt explained to me that in 

Uganda one doesn’t rush to the point, no matter how quick 

the question may be; first you must ask how someone is 

doing, often ask their name and then get to the point.

“Hello.”

“Hello.”

W
HE N  O UR  G UID E , 
R O G E R S ,  A R R I V E D, 
I T  WA SN’ T  S O  MU C H 
T HE  K A L A SHNIKO V 
M A D E  O F  BL A C K 

S T E E L  A ND  H A ND -P O L I SHE D  W O O D 
SL UNG  O V E R  HI S  SH O UL D E R  T H AT 
C O NC E R NE D  ME .  NO R  WA S  I T  T HE 
HE A D -T O -T O E  U G A ND A N  PEO PL E ’S 
D E F E N C E  F O R C E  FAT I G U E S  O R 
T HE  L UMP Y,  AW K WA R D  A R M Y-
IS SUE  PA CK  W EIGHING  D O W N  H IS 
SM A L L I SH  F R A ME . 
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“How are you?”

“I am faaaiiine, thank you. How are you?”

“I am also fine, thank you.” 

The entirety of the wall behind her depicted a crudely 

painted and long-faded profile of Mount Elgon. Different 

shades of beige, brown and green delineated four separate 

ecozones; camps were marked along the way and an 

international border was thrown across the top.

The woman emerged from the chair, in which she didn’t 

look comfortable anyway, and sat on the desk, closer to us. 

She crossed her legs and extended her hand. 

“I am called Lona.”

“It is very nice to meet you, Lona. I am called Merritt and 

this is my brother Rickey.” 

I had been growing accustomed to Merritt’s new, slightly 

affected Ugandan accent over the past few days. Owing to 

its British roots, the accent my sister has adopted is soft and 

ennunciated, yet rhythmic and cheerful, giving it an immense 

air of dignity. Coming from Merritt, it is merely one more 

arrow in her quiver of foreign languages and dialects.

“Lona, we want to climb Mount Elgon in one day.”

Lona smiled shyly then looked down and away. “Eet ees 

not possible.”

In just the few days that I’d been in Uganda, I’d learned 

quickly that tourist-centric resources are perhaps the only 

fiercely protected resources in the country—often to the 

detriment of a long local tradition. To see the mountain 

gorillas will set you back $600 per day. To climb certain 

mountains can cost upward of $200 per day. Owing to 

Merritt’s thin pocketbook, I had agreed to treat her to 

the climb of Mount Elgon. However, upon learning that it 

would set us back $90 per person per day, and being more 

cheap than practical, I amended my offer to a one-day 

climb of the mountain.

Lona smiled again. “Not possible,” she told us. “Eet ees a 

four-day hike.” 

“Yes,” Merritt pushed on. “But we are athlete pipol and 

whenever we hire a guide, we are always waiiiting for him.” 

(That was actually true.) We pleaded and pleaded but she 

would not budge. 

“I do not have the authority,” she finally told us.

“Madam,” Merritt said, “who has the authority?”

“My boss,” Lona replied. “But I cannot ask him. He will 

say no!”

“What if we ask him, Madam?”

She paused, then smiled coyly, obviously thinking about it.

“OK. But please do not tell him that you are here. That I gave 

you his number.” Numbah, she pronounced that final word.

Merritt called Lona’s boss, Simon, from her cell phone 

and put him on speaker. She explained that we were 

ambitious athlete people who wished to run up and down 

the mountain in one day.

“One day,” said the voice through the phone longingly. 

I imagined that wherever the opposite end of the line was, 

Simon was looking out his window, up toward the summit.

“I have tried to climb the mountain in one day,” he said 

ROGERS ARRIVED 
AT OUR HOTEL 
THAT E VENING 
LOOKING COCK Y 
AND NOT ENTIRELY 
SURE WHAT 
HE HAD BEEN 
HIRED TO DO. WE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY 
E YED E ACH OTHER 
UP AND DOWN, 
EACH WONDERING 
IF THE OTHER WAS 
TRULY UP TO THE 
CHALLENGE.

CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT: Filling from a mountain stream below Mount Elgon's massive crater; nothing quite screams “hand-me-down” like someone else's name 
embroidered on your hoodie; mandatory mid-mountain sign-in at Mude Camp; Rogers, Merritt and Steven fall into stride coming off the summit of Mount Elgon.
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after a long pause. “But I only made it to Mude Camp.” 

Behind Lona’s head, the washed-out depiction put the 

camp just beyond halfway.

“Let us say, Simon, that it is not possible. We will agree 

to pay for a second day,” Merritt said (about my money). 

“It is much, much money but in addition to being athlete 

pipol, we are also gambling pipol.”

But, truthfully, I was confident that we would be able to 

make the one-day run—even if, according to Simon and 

Lona, it had never been done before. With a round-trip 

distance of just over a marathon and an elevation gain of 

9,000 feet, the parameters were not all that different from 

those of many runs and races that I had completed over 

the years. Merritt wasn’t sure we would make it, but was 

willing to gamble my money.

“OK. I will allow it,” Simon said, to our great relief. “When 

you arrive at Bumasola, you will find a desk agent. Her name 

is Lona. I will inform her that you will be arriving.” Across 

the table from us, Lona’s face was buried deeply in her hands, 

laughing. Moments later, her phone rang.

We arranged to have the guide meet us that evening 

to go over logistics. Rogers arrived at our hotel that 

evening looking cocky and not entirely sure what he 

had been hired to do. We simultaneously eyed each 

other up and down, each wondering if the other was 

truly up to the challenge.

“We will need to leave very early in the morning,” 

Rogers explained timidly. The “very early” part came out 

slow and enunciated. I imagined the northeast corner of 

the clock. I imagined the hours of 

darkness and fatigued stumbling 

that precede coffee and sunrise.

With great trepidation, Rogers 

continued. “We will need to begin 

hiking”—he paused for effect—“at 

seven o’clock in the morning.”

B A S A LT,  C O L O R A D O ,  19 8 9

If Merritt was excited to see her 

older siblings home from school, she 

didn’t show it. She stood in front of 

our house with her arm raised high 

up in the air. Her extended pinky 

finger traced the path of a flock of 

pigeons across the sky, back, forth 

and occasionally swooping down. 

“They’re following my pinky,” 

she explained to John and me. 

“Watch.” The flock flew over the 

house, down the drive and back 

again, Merritt’s pinky sweeping 

along with them. As older brothers 

do, we teased her to the verge of 

tears. Unable to corral her anger 

any longer, she finally unleashed her 

unbroken, seven-syllabled expletive. 

“KENZIEBURMARICKEYJOHN! 

YOU MAKE ME SO MAD SOMETIMES!” John and 

I had accomplished our goal.

AT  T H E  B A S E  of the mountain, the boda boda drivers 

pulled up to a small hut at the edge of a village and let us off. 

Merritt stretched while Rogers purchased some food and 

stuffed it into his army-issue backpack. We set off swiftly 

through a patchwork of farms and coffee plantations. Now 

that we were off the motorcycles, the children were a little 

more apprehensive about approaching us, and “muzungu” 

was heard only in the form of a mutter. 

We quickly dropped Rogers on our way up through the 

farms, not yet within the boundary of the park. Merritt 

loped up the trail with what has always reminded me of 

a puppy-dog jog, owing to her long stride and too-large 

feet. As the youngest of five, Merritt’s running wardrobe 

consisted entirely of hand-me-downs from me, adding 

to the awkwardness of her form. Today, “Rickey” is 

embroidered on her hooded sweatshirt. 

As we neared the final patches of farmland, we paused 

to take in the view. Moments later Rogers rejoined us, 

this time with a friend on whom he’d managed to offload 

his backpack. 

Already drenched in sweat, he looked up at us 

nervously and said, “You are very strong.” A little farther 

beyond, beneath a band of cliffs, the patchwork of crops 

ended. “Now we are in the park,” Rogers informed us 

from behind. 

We went forth into the equatorial jungle, where the 

fertile ground softened, roots ventured well above  the 

soil and the overhead foliage absorbed all but the most 

The mountain's flanks provide rain, fertile soil and refuge to tens of 
thousands of inhabitants in both Uganda and Kenya. 

AROUND A 
CORNER, I 
CAME TO A 
COMPLETE 
HALT; MERRIT T 
BUMPED INTO 
ME FROM 
BEHIND. 
BEFORE US 
STOOD SIX 
YOUNG MEN, 
MACHETES 
IN HAND, 
LOOKING AT US 
WITH DISTINCT 
FEAR IN  
THEIR E YES.
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ENGINEERED FOR 
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE
Born for ultra racers by Salomon’s engineers and leading athletes, enjoy a running experience that 

gives you protection, speed, and lightness to turn every quest into your ultimate performance.
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determined sunlight. A troop of monkeys took interest in 

us and followed our progress from the trees for some time. 

Rogers assured us that they were not of the excrement-

throwing type. 

We continued our run up the trail, me in the lead, Merritt 

on my tail and Rogers not far back. Around a corner, I came 

to a complete halt; Merritt bumped into me from behind. 

Before us stood six young men, machetes in hand, looking at 

us with distinct fear in their eyes, as if they had seen ghosts. 

They dashed into the thick of the jungle's undergrowth. 

Merritt and I looked at each other in confusion. I thought 

about Rogers’s AK-47. 

When Rogers arrived, we told him about the six men 

with machetes, now hiding in the trees. He called to them 

in Sebei, and from the trees came timid replies, though the 

men kept their distance. 

As we made our way up the trail, Rogers explained that 

Mount Elgon has only been a national park since 1992—that 

the idea of conservation is still a new concept for people who, 

for thousands of years, have been harvesting honey and fruit 

and hunting animals on the mountain. The men we’d scared 

off were from the village that we’d just passed through. They 

weren’t afraid of us; they were afraid of Rogers.

B A S A LT,  C O L O R A D O ,  19 9 0

“And then,” Merritt said, looking at John, “I kicked you 

out.” A shock of tangled, curly auburn hair shot off in 

all directions, one lazy curl tumbling over her forehead 

down onto her freckled, pale face.

We were four siblings and two parents at the dinner 

table absorbing a four-year-old’s interpretation of how 

the world worked. On this particular evening, Merritt 

was explaining how all five of us were in our mother’s 

belly at the same time. One by one, as she felt the 

overcrowding of the womb, Merritt would kick us out. 

First Kenzie, then Burma, then me, then John, until 

finally, the master tenant had the place to herself. 

B Y  10  A . M . ,  we had left the jungle behind and arrived at 

Mude Camp, where Simon’s dream of a one-day summit 

had been thwarted. From a hillside shack, several soldiers 

checked our permits and requested that we sign an old and 

weathered registration log. After some talk in Sebei with 

another guide and soldier, Rogers introduced us to Steven. 

“Steven will be joining us to the summit,” Rogers said, 

perhaps hinting that he himself might not make it. 

We continued running through grassland dotted with 

large tufted trees that evoked Dr. Seuss’s imagination. 

Volcanic outcrops emerged before us as we arrived at 

the rim of the caldera, where the long-inactive epicenter 

spanned several miles across. Valleys and summits within 

lent the caldera the appearance of a small mountain range 

rather than a mountain top.

About six hours after leaving the trailhead, we arrived at 

Wagagai Peak, the highest of Mount Elgon’s five summits. 

Sucking in the three-mile-high air, we stood there in silence 

wondering if our guides might be joining us. 

We lay on our backs, out of the wind but well in the 

sun, occasionally sitting up to look off and ponder the vast 

expanse of the Central African Plateau that stretched in 

From the base of the mountain to the summit, Mount Elgon encompasses several different eco-zones. Here, Merritt passes through an equatorial rain forest on her 
way to the higher, tree-less zones above.





every direction. The harsh, mid-day equatorial light gave 

a faded air to the environment around us. Not unlike the 

painted map behind Lona, the colors were muted greens and 

tans, occasionally accented with the black of volcanic earth.

There’s little need for chitchat on a mountain top. 

The ecozones, the farms, the monkeys, checkpoints, 

culture, borders, politics, continents and oceans—they 

all disappear, and what you are left 

with is a simple and pure intimacy.

A S P E N ,  C O L O R A D O ,  2 0 12

Taking deep, steady breaths, exhaling 

slowly through pursed lips, Merritt 

filled a five-liter water bottle to take 

with her on the Colorado Trail. I 

insisted that she could filter water in 

streams along the way, but she just 

shook her head and packed her bag.

Three days before I had watched her 

clammy, shaky hand fill out, line by 

line, the surprisingly short document 

that read, “Decree for Divorce.”

It came as little surprise to any of 

us that she had eloped after staying 

for only a few months in India. The 

marriage ended almost as quickly as it 

was initiated. 

With her bag as heavy as her heart, she started off alone on 

the Colorado Trail, step by step easing her spirit.

AFTER SOME TIME, Steven arrived and sat there quietly with 

us. We shared our food and water with him—both of 

which he either forgot or never thought to bring in the 

first place. Realizing that Rogers likely wouldn’t join us on 

Steven, Merritt, Rogers and the author pause for a photo on their return from the summit of Mount Elgon.

Krissy Moehl
Pro-Tec Elite Athlete

Support during, recovery after
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the summit, we set off on the long descent into the 

jungle, farmland and civilization below. 

We gathered up Rogers a couple of miles down 

the trail and with the help of gravity, the four 

of us ran in line, mile after mile. If the soldiers’ 

gumboots gave them any trouble at all, they neither 

mentioned it nor showed any sign of wishing for 

better shoes.

The boda boda drivers were again waiting for us 

at the base of the mountain. As we pulled into the 

tourism office at the edge of town, a small gathering 

of business-suited men stood there, apparently 

waiting for us.

The best dressed of the bunch approached us, 

smiling, and extended his hand. “I am Simon,” he 

said. “Congratulations.” 

N O R T H E R N  C A L I F O R N I A ,  2 0 13

After riding my motorcycle around the small town 

of Shelter Cover for an hour, first in confusion, 

then in annoyance, then in fear, I finally located 

Merritt at the trailhead, where we’d agreed to 

meet several hours earlier. 

We exploded at each other with accusations 

of not being at the right place at the right time, 

which all quickly dissipated when we realized 

that she’d soon be getting on a f light for Africa 

and who knew the next time we’d see 

each other. She hopped back on the 

motorcycle and off we went in search of 

beer and a campsite. 

MERRITT IS LIMPING around our hotel 

room, beat and tired. Her beer sits 

untouched beside her bed. Our 

unwritten, unspoken contract fulfilled 

for another year: Don’t give up. Keep 

being weird. Keep being strong. Don’t 

get too comfortable. Things don’t 

happen when you’re too comfy.

Sitting upright in my bed, I’m thinking 

back on nearly three decades of memories. 

My wandering mind returns again and 

again to a quote from Marian Sandmaier.

“A sibling may be the keeper of one’s 

identity,” she wrote. “The only person 

with the keys to one’s unfettered, more 

fundamental self.”

As Merritt dozed off, I wonder for 

a moment if maybe the pigeons were 

following her pinky across the sky.

Rickey is a contributing editor for Trail 

Runner. Merritt is still in Africa.
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We’re all part of an early-morning pilgrimage to watch 

the live lottery for the 43rd running of the Western States 

100-Mile Endurance Run, in Auburn, California. 

Optimism clashes with anxiety in my gut, as if I await 

medical-test results. I have lost out in this lottery for 

three years. 

Curiosity compels me to see the sorting process up 

close, while superstition irrationally whispers that I might 

improve my odds if I’m here in person.

I wave across the room to some friends as my husband, 

Morgan, and I snag a couple of seats three rows from the 

back. I’m glad to recognize faces in the crowd, as those 

at trail-running events seem more numerous and less 

familiar each year. 

My heart rate spikes when I look at the bingo-ball 

spinner propped on center stage, which contains the pile  

of tickets. 

“I really feel like I’m at a starting line,” I tell Morgan.

“The bathroom is right over there,” he replies dryly.

The race director welcomes everyone and displays an 

image on a screen that spells out the long odds: This year, 

3,510 people applied for spots, a 37 percent increase. 

Organizers will draw 270 names today.

Only 270 out of 8,291 tickets.

Applicants get extra tickets for each consecutive year 

they’re not picked. The 2,233 first-timers with one ticket 

each have about a 3.6-percent chance. I have eight tickets, 

or about a 1-in-4 chance.

Ann Trason, the 14-time Western States champion, 

takes the stage to pull out the first set of names and hand 

them to another past champ, the 25-time Western States 

finisher Tim Twietmeyer, who reads them out loud. The 

crowd feels electric, as if we’re at an Apple convention 

witnessing the second coming of Steve Jobs.

Twietmeyer prefaces each picked name with a 

descriptive phrase, such as, “Our first Canadian … our first 

Oregonian … our first South American …” Each one nicks 

away at hope. Will it be death by 270 cuts?

Someone nearby suddenly jumps up and hollers, and 

the auditorium erupts in cheers. Witnessing joy up 

close is so satisfying compared to hearing the name of 

an absentee.

We’re up to 90, and soon I turn to Morgan and wail, 

“We’re at 100 already?”

“You’ve still got time,” he coaches. “Don’t give up.” 

This event is becoming an endurance test that taps skills 

honed on the trails, like patience and staying positive. I 

struggle with doubt and a churning stomach. 

Nearing the halfway point, Twietmeyer intones, 

“Another Year Two ticket holder, our first from Poland …”

I close my eyes, disassociating from disappointment.

“… and a Year Four,” his voice says, “from Piedmont, 

California …”

My eyes fly open, and a shriek escapes my mouth, as he 

says my name. Like a game-show winner, I sprint to the 

stage and embrace the race organizers.

Reclaiming my seat and brimming with gratitude, I tone 

down my outward glee out of respect for those still waiting 

anxiously. In this contest just to start the race, each of 

us covets a spot more each year we are left out, while the 

disappointment also deepens annually. 

After the final name is drawn, a young girl one row in 

front of us throws her arms around a man next to her, 

presumably her father, and looks as if she may cry.

He tells her, “Next year.” 

Sarah Lavender Smith is a contributing editor at Trail 

Runner. She has begun experiencing anxiety dreams that 

involve tripping and falling on a trail between Squaw Valley 

and Auburn, California.

The 
Ultra 
of 
Lotteries

BY SARAH LAVENDER SMITH

Walking briskly to make the start, I funnel into a crowd of runners entering a high-school auditorium. Many fellow 
racers sport the stock trail runner’s garb of a puffy down jacket and trucker cap, and their parked cars display 
stickers or plates referencing ultramarathons. This looks and feels like an ultrarunning event, except for one big 
difference: We’re about to sit, not run, for hours.

THE RACE TO THE RACE 
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A pack of strong women (and lucky lottery winners) on the first climb of the day at the Western States 100.
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A SPONTANEOUS ADVENTURE IN WYOMING'S WIND RIVER RANGE

BY LUKE NELSON  /  PHOTOS BY FREDRIK MARMSATER

Roaming in the Winds
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Luke Nelson running toward the jagged 
skyline, hoping to find a scrambling route into 
the Cirque of the Towers to close the loop and 
run back out along the Big Sandy River. 
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CIRQUE OF THE TOWERS

T here was little pre-planning, nothing more than a 

short series of texts. It went something like this: 

“I have a couple days free, what are you doing this 

weekend?” 

“No plans, let’s go to the Winds.” 

“Cool, see you Thursday night.” 

I knew nearly nothing about running in Wyoming’s Wind 

River Range. I did know there was climbing, lots of it. I had 

heard of massive granite monoliths, jagged skylines and few 

people. Most of the stories I was familiar with were either 

multi-day climbing trips with long approaches, or week-

long backpacking journeys. I knew there were bears, that it 

was far less visited than the Tetons to the north and that it 

sounded like a great place for adventurous running.

After rendezvousing near the Big Sandy Trailhead 

with my friend Fred Marmsater, a photographer based in 

Boulder, Colorado, we leaned over the table in his camper 

piecing together a roughly 25-mile loop that would drop 

into the fabled Cirque of the Towers. 

The Cirque holds a certain lore for me. I had seen pictures 

of soaring spires and peaks, walls of granite dominating the 

view in all directions, and heard rumors of wild weather and 

wildlife encounters. Our route would travel north from the 

trailhead, along the Continental Divide Trail, until just past 

Marms Lake, where we would turn west toward Shadow 

Lake and the Cirque. Our hope was to cross a saddle north 

of the Wolf ’s Head, but the route was unknown to us both.  

We awoke to leaden skies, shouldered packs and 

committed to a full day of adventure. The rain came in 

waves all day, with short breaks. Occasionally, it snowed. We 

ran past countless lakes, crossed streams, boulder hopped 

and scrambled into the heart of the southern Wind River 

Range. The first view into the Cirque stopped me dead in my 

tracks. The pictures I'd seen came nowhere near capturing 

the rugged beauty laid out before us.  

Three backpackers, a group of eight Boy Scouts and a 

couple of climbers all reacted with similar looks of surprise 

when they saw Fred and me. Obviously, they had worked 

really hard to get to this remote, wild place. What were 

these two guys, in short running shorts and windbreakers, 

with tiny packs, doing all the way out here? 

“It’s unnatural,” stated one of the climbers as she shared 

crackers smothered in nut butter, “to be out here with so 

little stuff!”  

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Frolicking in the Cirque of the Towers; 
Fredrik Marmsater refilling with some refreshing Wind River Range spring 
water; confirming the route and fueling up early in the Cirque loop run.

RIGHT: Running a granite path in the Cirque.
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Nelson near the saddle 
the duo used to drop into 
the Cirque. With storms 
all around, they somehow 
managed to stay mostly dry.

CIRQUE OF THE TOWERS
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Nelson leaving the Cirque 
behind and heading back 
toward the trailhead, with 
the weather on his heels.

THE WIND RIVER RANGE
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TITCOMB BASIN / GANNETT PEAK

F or our second day of running in the Winds, Fred 

and I set our sights on Gannett Peak (13,809 feet), 

the tallest mountain in Wyoming, a solid 20 miles 

in from the trailhead. After our previous day's run 

to the Cirque of the Towers, we loaded up and drove north 

to Elkhart Park, where we camped before setting out well 

before sunrise the next day. 

Running in the small cone of light of my headlamp, bear 

spray in the front pocket of my running pack and my mind 

still foggy, had me questioning the sanity of our plan. The 

subtle clank, clank, clank of my ice axe distracted me from 

thinking about how far we had to go and transported me back 

to the moment. 

After hours of running, the sun peeked up from behind 

the peaks, and we were once again surrounded the type of 

scenery that dreams are made of, as we worked our way into 

Titcomb Basin en route to Bonney Pass. 

Standing on the top of Bonney Pass, ice axe in hand, I 

stared at our still-far-off objective of Gannett Peak. The new 

snow from yesterday’s storm plus freezing temps overnight 

had pushed our limits on the exposed terrain. Alas, it wasn’t 

the day. We bailed. 

Not long after turning around, we crossed paths with a 

group of mountaineers at the base of the glacier we had just 

descended. They looked like they had been plucked from the 

pages of the old mountaineering how-to book The Freedom 

of the Hills. They paused their forward plodding and waved, 

with a look of confusion and envy as we drifted by. 

Nelson climbing up the last snow slopes to Bonney Pass. RIGHT: At Bonney Pass, with Titcomb Basin below. 
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THE WIND RIVER RANGE
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Soaking up the alpine paradise 
of Titcomb Basin.

TITCOMB BASIN / GANNETT PEAK
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Shannon Farar-Griefer (white cap) of Hidden Hills, 
California, hugs her team before attempting her 
sixth finish of the Badwater 135, in Death Valley 
National Park, California, July 15, 2013.

THE 
QUEST 
TO 
ENDURE
KENDELL KELTON AND 
SHANNON FAR AR-
GRIEFER HAVE NE VER 
MET,  BUT THE Y 
HAVE ONE THING IN 
COMMON—TEMPERING 
A TERRIBLE MEDICAL 
DIAGNOSIS WITH A 
PASSION FOR TR AIL 
RUNNING.
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Shannon Farar-Griefer after finishing the 2011 Western States 100, Auburn, California.
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IT WAS SPRING, AND 
KENDELL KELTON 
HAD RUN THIS LOOP 
A HUNDRED TIMES 
BEFORE. As she ran the nine 

miles around White Rock Lake in 

northeast Texas, she barely registered 

the docks, the picnic benches, the 

looming cypress trees, the rock doves 

and mallard ducks making slow circles 

on the surface of the water. She didn’t 

see the way the Queen Anne’s lace 

had bloomed since she ran here last, 

each flower a firework of white buds 

exploding out from a single green stalk.

The Dallas skyline nested on the tree-lined horizon, 

silhouetted against the setting sun. Dozens of other 

cyclists and runners and walkers were out that evening, 

too—but Kendell scarcely noticed any of them either. The 

only thing on her mind was the sentence her doctor had 

uttered to her earlier that day. The words she hadn’t shared 

with another soul in the world. Not yet. 

Though she’d heard of multiple sclerosis (MS) before, 

she knew very little about it. A few months earlier she’d 

turned 24. She wondered how much it had in common 

with muscular dystrophy, the hereditary disease she’d 

spent the last decade watching whittle down her father 

from a talented athlete to a man in a wheelchair.

She ran harder.

In a different time, in a different place—on the dusty, dry 

trails outside of Los Angeles, deep in the coastal sage scrub 

of the Santa Monica Mountains—Shannon Farar-Griefer, 

54, was out for a training run as well. It, too, was a loop she 

knew like the back of her hand. Out in the mountains was 

where the mother and entrepreneur felt most herself, most 

free. Since she began running two decades ago, these trails 

had always felt like home.

As she came to a fork in the trail, she suddenly felt 

confused. Which way was home? From which way had 

she come? She wasn’t sure. It seemed outrageous that 

she couldn’t remember which way to go, but the more 

she looked around and weighed her options, the more 

confused she felt. 

For the past 10 years, Shannon had been battling MS. It 

had wreaked some havoc on her body—unsteadiness that 

led to bad falls, fatigue that kept her bedridden some days. 

But this was the first time her mind had ever felt affected.

There was no one around on this particular run, and she 

didn’t have a phone with her. She’d be sure to bring one next 

time, she thought. In the meantime, all she could do was 

choose a path, keep running and hope for the best.

MS is a chronic disease in which the immune system 

attacks healthy tissue in the central nervous system, 

impairing communication between the brain and the 

body. No two people experience the same combination 

of symptoms, which can include everything from muscle 

spasms, blurred vision and loss of balance to slurred speech, 

extreme fatigue, memory issues and, in about one third of 

all cases, paralysis. 

The National Multiple Sclerosis Society estimates that 

2.3 million people worldwide suffer from the disease. It 

comes in several renditions, the most common of which is 

called “relapsing-remitting.” In this course of the disease, 

flare-ups are followed by periods of complete or partial 

remission. Most people with relapsing-remitting, however, 

will eventually transition to a more progressive form of the 

disease. And 10 percent are diagnosed right off the bat with 

primary-progressive MS, in which there are no remissions. 

Shannon had gotten her first inkling that something was 
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wrong after dropping out of the 2005 Javelina Jundred, a 

100-miler in Arizona, when she felt what she describes as a 

“different weird pain in my legs.” 

“I just felt weak, with no balance. Within a couple of 

weeks, I was waking up every night at 2 a.m. curled up 

in the fetal position, in pain,” she says. “I had just run all 

these races—Western States, Badwater, Javelina—and at 

first, I worried I’d maybe done nerve damage.”

She cancelled all of her upcoming races. She spent days 

undergoing medical tests and gathering second opinions 

from different neurologists. Every doctor she saw told her 

the same thing: she had MS. Her MS was so aggressive that 

new lesions were showing up in her brain each week.

Little is understood about what causes MS, though 

factors like stress, fatigue, infection and heat can trigger 

flare-ups. Although a complex menu of ever-evolving 

injectable drugs, infusions and oral medications can help 

people manage their symptoms, no true cure exists. The 

first suggestion many doctors offer is quite simple: exercise. 

“Run more?” Shannon asked her doctor. She grinned. 

“Sure, I can do that.”

 In fact, she already had a race in 

mind: Badwater, the iconic 135-mile 

ultramarathon through Death Valley 

in the blistering heat of July. She had 

already run it once before, in 2001, 

as a “Badwater Double”—the entire 

course run twice consecutively. She 

asked her doctor for “permission” 

to run Badwater before initiating an 

aggressive drug regimen.

“Yes, go ahead,” he told her. “But it will be your last race. 

You’ll be in a wheelchair within a year.”

A race notorious for heat so stifling it can literally melt 

runners’ shoes might seem like an inauspicious place for 

someone with a heat-triggered medical condition, but 

Shannon learned that year that Badwater was actually one 

of the best places she could be. Her body stayed cooler than 

ever, thanks to the constant presence of a crew dressing her 

in icy layers, hosing her down and fanning her off.

To celebrate her finish that year, she and her husband took a 

trip to Tahiti. When they returned, she felt ready to begin drug 

therapy for her MS. But there was just one more little hitch. 

At age 45, she learned she was pregnant.

Kendell Kelton was raised in the suburbs of Dallas, Texas. 

It was the kind of place where kids grow up under the 

assumption that they will play sports. Lots of them.A
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THE ONLY THING ON KENDELL’S MIND WAS THE SENTENCE 
HER DOCTOR HAD UTTERED TO HER EARLIER THAT DAY. THE 
WORDS SHE HADN’T SHARED WITH ANOTHER SOUL IN THE 
WORLD. NOT YET. 

Kendell Kelton gets her trail fix on the Bluff Creek Trail, Oklahoma City.
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“I tried out for basketball, volleyball, soccer, and I was 

just awful,” Kendell says, laughing. “My dad had always 

been a super jock, a football and soccer player. Obviously, 

I did not inherit his hand-eye coordination. But I could 

always run.”

When her dad was diagnosed with myotonic muscular 

dystrophy, stress at home increased and family finances 

grew tight. Kendell’s mom went to work full-time to support 

the family—passing on a powerful message to Kendell 

and her sister, Rachel, about the value of hard work and 

perseverance in the face of adversity. Both sisters began 

working when they were 15, and both worked full-time to 

put themselves through college. 

Also, as a teenager, Kendell was diagnosed with 

endometriosis—a painful disease affecting the uterus. 

This led her to suffer from bouts of heavy fatigue. Running 

soon became an emotional outlet: “I couldn’t control what 

was going on with my dad, I couldn’t control my disease, I 

couldn’t control work,” she says, “but I could control this.”

In her 20s, the chronic fatigue 

grew worse, though. At first, Kendell 

attributed it to the endometriosis, 

and when she began experiencing 

occasional muscle twitches in her arm, 

she wrote them off as symptomatic of 

living in Texas heat. Then, one day, 

she abruptly lost peripheral sight in 

her right eye. A trip to the emergency 

room pointed her to a neurologist. The 

ultimate diagnosis was relapsing-remitting MS.

She was presented with the usual litany of treatment 

options—drug and steroid therapies in the form of pills 

or intravenous (IV) infusions—all designed to help reduce 

frequency of MS flare-ups. Many of the treatments, which 

typically cost $4,000 to $5,000 a month, are experimental, 

constantly appearing and vanishing from the market. Most 

come with such an array of side effects that people quickly 

wind up on a complex cocktail of additional prescription 

medications to combat the nausea, inflammation, depression 

and other collateral damage from the heavy drugs. 

At first, Kendell tried to ignore her diagnosis. But about 

a month later, on an otherwise ordinary afternoon, the 

weird tingling in her right shoulder progressed rapidly 

into uncontrollable muscle spasticity. Her arm burned and, 

as she describes it, flapped like a chicken wing. She was 

powerless to stop it. The pain went on for hours.

When she eventually agreed to a series of IV infusions, 

she sat for hours at a time in a clinic room filled with others LU
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Shannon perseveres through extreme heat at the 2013 Badwater 135, Death Valley, California.

“MY KIDS HAVE SEEN ME CROSS ALL THE FINISH 
LINES,” SAYS SHANNON, HER VOICE CRACKING, 
“AND I STILL WANT TO BE THEIR SUPER MOM. 
THEM SEEING ME LIKE THIS BREAKS MY HEART 
MORE THAN FEELING SICK.”



receiving slow-drip treatments for various ailments.

“You make conversation with the other people,” she says. 

“You ask someone, ‘What are you in here for?’ and they tell 

you, ‘I have stage IV pancreatic cancer.’ Then you feel like an 

asshole, because you’re like, ‘Oh … I just have MS.’” 

It was at that clinic that Kendell met a woman with 

rheumatoid arthritis who confessed to harboring doubts 

about the value of the IV infusions. Kendell could relate. 

The chronic pain and spasticity in her right shoulder hadn’t 

gone away, and the infusions came with a host of new 

symptoms—painful bloating, facial swelling and bouts of 

unbearable depression. 

Given the exorbitant cost of the drug therapies and their 

unsavory panoply of side effects, she began to wonder if 

there was a better way to fight her MS. 

Shannon and her husband already had two sons, Moe and 

Ben, both approaching adolescence. The unexpected news of 

her third pregnancy came with a difficult decision. Carrying 

her baby to term would mean no drug treatments during 

that time, which would put her brain at risk for developing 

new lesions. 

She would have the baby anyway. Four months after giving 

birth to a healthy boy named Jet, she went in for another 

MRI. Miraculously, the scan revealed no new lesions. Her 

pregnancy had put her MS into temporary remission. 

For the next few years, things were good. Dutifully, she 

went in for MRIs every other month. She experienced 

occasional symptom flare-ups, but nothing that interfered 

too much with her life. During that time, she launched 

her own company, Moeben (a blend of her oldest two sons’ 

names), designing UV-protective arm sleeves for runners. 

Shannon cooling off at Badwater with help from her crew.

2016
HAYDEN COG RUN
8.4M AND 5K / Sat, May 7th

SPIRIT CHALLENGE 
10K, 5K AND FUN RUN / 
Sat, May 21st

STEAMBOAT MARATHON 
FULL, HALF, 10K AND FUN RUN / 
Sun, June 5th

HOWELSEN HILL 
TRAIL RUN 
8M AND 4M TRAIL / 
Sat, June 18th

MOUNTAIN MADNESS 
13.1M AND 10K / Sat, July 2nd

SPRING CREEK 
MEMORIAL 
9M AND 5K TRAIL / 
Sat, July 23rd

STEAMBOAT STINGER 
FULL AND HALF TRAIL 
MARATHONS / 
Sun, Aug 14th

CONTINENTAL DIVIDE 
TRAIL RUN 15.0M  AND 50K  
/ Sat, Aug 20th

10K AT 10,000 FEET 
10K AND 5K TRAIL / 
Sun, Sept 4th

OAK CREEK NO FUN RUN 
6K ROAD AND TRAIL / Mon, 

Sept 5th

RUN RABBIT RUN 
100 & 50 MILE ULTRA / 
Fri-Sat, Sept 16th-17th

EMERALD MTN 
TRAIL RUN 
12K, 5K AND FUN RUN TRAIL / 
Sat, Sept 24th

Gold Sponsors

*SSRS is an equal opportunity service provider and SSRS is an authorized permittee 
of the Medicine Bow-Routt National Forests.
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She also continued ticking off races—Angeles Crest 100, 

Miwok 100K, Rocky Raccoon, American River and several 

more Badwater finishes, shaving a few hours off her PR 

each time. 

But when Shannon and her husband filed for divorce 

several years ago, the stress of that upheaval sent her MS into 

full-on rage mode. Fatigue came in to roost. She struggled 

sometimes to dress herself in the morning. She had to drop 

out of more of her planned races. Though she continued to 

run whenever she felt up to it, her doctors recommended 

she get a home nurse and initiate an aggressive drug-

therapy regimen.

Shannon, a former fitness model, has always loved to 

tell her doctors, “I’m too vain for this 

disease.” When they suggested she get 

a cane, she resisted, lamenting the lack 

of cool-looking canes available.

“Plus, after the cane comes the chair,” 

she says jovially. “And, you know, in 

ultrarunning, the chair is the enemy!” 

Her Instagram page is a mashup of 

running and trail shots, bikini-clad 

photos, endearing family pictures 

and an assortment of irreverently 

captioned images related to MS. Take this—Shannon 

photographing herself in the mirror, her hair wind-

blown and supermodel gorgeous, her lips puckered 

duck-face style, a needle in one arm and her middle 

finger jammed skyward: “Doing #MS #selfies while 

hooked up on my IV steroid treatment the first of many 

over the next few days—hey I’m making the best out of 

a bad situation!”

Shannon wasn’t sure how much benefit the potent 

drugs she began taking offered, and how much they 

might be exacerbating or even creating new problems. 

She felt that a year of especially heavy drug treatment she 

underwent in the wake of her divorce took a serious toll 

Kendell takes a break on the Bluff Creek Trail.

IN EARLY 2013, KENDELL DECIDED TO GO OFF 
IV TREATMENTS. SHE WOULD TRANSITION TO 
A PRIMARILY RAW-FOOD DIET, CUT BACK ON 
ALCOHOL, PRIORITIZE HER DAILY RUN, GET MORE 
SLEEP AND ESSENTIALLY DE-STRESS HER LIFE IN 
ANY WAY SHE COULD.
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MOUNTAIN

EYEWEAR

AERO /

LIGHT AS AIR

julbo.com

PERFORMANCE

FULL
VENTING

AIR LINK
TEMPLE SYSTEM

3D FIT NOSE

Benefiting from all of Julbo’s racing innovations, 
the new Aero features technologically efficient solutions. 
Photochromic and anti fog lenses for better performance 
in all conditions.

The world needs your vision
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on her body. Many of the IV injection sites had begun to 

bruise and atrophy. 

When she asked her doctor why her welts weren’t going 

away, he deadpanned, “Because they’re permanent.” 

“No one told me that one ahead of time!” she says.

Against the emphatic urging of her doctors, she’s taken 

several breaks from her drug regimen over the last couple of 

years. In hopes of managing her symptoms through diet and 

running alone, she focused on preparing fresh foods from 

her own organic garden.

“I’d rather decline with dignity, without putting toxic 

stuff in my body,” she says. But one day at home last 

year, she started gagging, unable to swallow or breathe 

properly. Her son Jet, then 8 years old, came running 

over. Gently, he rubbed her throat and told her, “Mommy, 

it’s going to be OK.”

At the emergency room, the doctor looked at her from 

beneath furrowed eyebrows. “Your heart rate is at 40,” he 

said, “your blood pressure is perfect, and your heart is in 

great shape. Are you an athlete?”

She smiled.

For Shannon, though, these have been the most difficult 

situations—her kids seeing her sick. “They’ve seen me cross 

all the finish lines,” she says, her voice cracking, “and I still 

want to be their Super Mom. Them seeing me like this 

breaks my heart more than feeling sick.”

Her doctor insisted she go back on aggressive drug 

treatments to combat her increasing breathing issues. The 

doctor added, “The path you’re on, with breathing and 

swallowing problems—it’s toward the end. You may need to 

get a feeding tube soon.”

“But,” he added, “your body is also very strong, physically. 

Most people are in a wheelchair before they get to this stage. 

Whatever you’re doing, keep on doing it.”

No one ever needed to tell Shannon that twice. When 

she left the hospital that day, she called up race director 

Jamil Coury.

“Can I come run Javelina this weekend?” she asked.

In her 20s, Kendell’s love for running flourished. She 

completed her first road marathon and felt hooked. In 2008, 

a fellow runner named Charlie Brickman invited her to 

crew him and a few friends at the Rocky Raccoon 50- and 

100-mile races in Huntsville, Texas. That introduction to 

the trail-running community in earnest left her inspired 

and intrigued.

But trails in the Dallas area were few and far between. 

When a new work opportunity took her to southern 

California several years ago, she relished the unprecedented 

trail and mountain access. Perhaps even more significantly, 

she found that her daily running habit on the local trails 

seemed to help mitigate the likelihood of MS flare-ups.

“I ran every day—Griffith Park, Malibu, Mount Wilson, 

Baldy,” says Kendell, “and I started to feel so much better. I 

was nowhere near cured, but I wasn’t struggling.”

 In addition to better trail-running opportunities, the 

first thing she noticed in California was a dramatic change 

in the prevailing local attitudes about how to treat chronic 

diseases like MS—a shift away from expensive, strictly 

pharmaceutical approaches to more natural and lifestyle-

based strategies.

Kendell has found that trail running and a healthy diet can help her fight MS.



 
HAIR & SWEAT MANAGEMENT TO GO THE DISTANCE 
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She stumbled on the work of a physician and clinical 

professor of medicine named Terry Wahls. Wahls had been 

a marathon runner before being diagnosed with relapsing-

remitting MS that rapidly transitioned into progressive MS. 

After several years of being confined to a wheelchair and 

receiving chemotherapy, Wahls grew curious about the 

possibility of slowing the progression of her MS naturally, 

without drugs.

“As a doctor, I was compelled to find answers,” Wahls 

wrote in her book, The Wahls Protocol. “As a patient, I was 

compelled to save my own life.”

Wahls began eating nine cups of vegetables, fruit and 

leafy greens per day, along with grass-fed meats and 

fermented foods. Within a year, she ditched her wheelchair. 

She began going for long-distance bike rides again with her 

family. Today, to back up her personal experiences with 

science, she’s busy conducting small-group clinical trials 

on others with progressive MS. Though far from conclusive, 

her preliminary findings look promising for the use of 

diet modification, exercise and stress-relief techniques to 

manage MS.

The more Kendell read, the more fascinated she grew. 

Wahls’s experiences resonated. When Kendell was unable 

to find time (or was in too much pain from a round of IV 

infusions) to go running or make good food choices, she felt 

fatigued, depressed and more prone to MS flare-ups.

Inspired by the positive changes she experienced 

living in California, in early 2013 she decided to go off 

IV treatments for a six-month trial period. She would 

transition to a primarily raw-food diet, cut back on 

alcohol, prioritize her daily run, get more sleep (going to 

bed at 8:30 every night to wake up and run at 4:45) and 

essentially de-stress her life in any way she could.

This was a challenge, given her around-the-clock job 

as a high-stakes public-relations manager—but the link 

between taking good care of her body and feeling well was 

too obvious to ignore. If she let herself get dehydrated or 

too depleted physically or mentally, her MS flared up. Her 

shoulder once shook so intensely it dislocated while she was 

out on a trail. She soon learned that she had to be patient 

on her runs, extra careful to listen to her body and not 

overexert herself.

“That’s what I love about the trail-running community,” 

says Kendell. “There’s not the same pressure as in road 

running to ‘keep up.’ It’s OK to take breaks, or walk if you 

need to. You hear about runners, even as amazing as Tim 

Olson, who don’t complete a race because they know their 

bodies’ limitations.”

Now, three years later, she’s still 

managing her MS through lifestyle 

choices rather than drug therapies. 

On her 29th birthday last year, Kendell 

celebrated by running 29 miles. She 

also set her sights on running the 2015 

Silver Rush 50 in Leadville, Colorado. 

Of course she hoped to be able to 

finish, but that wasn’t her primary 

concern. She just wanted to have a 

goal to chase, an excuse to take a trip 

to the mountains and, perhaps above all, a way to prove that 

MS wouldn’t hold her back from doing anything she set her 

mind to.

“Crewing for my friends and me at Rocky Raccoon may 

have started Kendell on her path as a trail runner,” says 

Charlie, now her fiancé, “but the roles have definitely 

reversed in that she’s become a daily inspiration for me. 

She’s been through a lot and she just keeps on trucking. 

She’s as mentally tough as they come.”

One of the nastiest wiles of MS is its unpredictability. 

Some mornings, Shannon wakes up and feels too fatigued 

to get out of bed. She likens these days to being at mile 80 

of a 100-mile race—everything hurts, but if you’re patient 

enough and keep fighting, the pain eventually passes. 

“As ultrarunners, we know our bodies so well,” says 

Shannon. “We know how it’s going to hurt, and how long. 

The scariest thing about MS is the unknown.”

The morning of Javelina, Shannon woke up and felt 

hopeful that it could be a good day. She’d run this race many 

times before; its hallowed trails occupied a special place in 

her heart. She had no idea whether she’d be able to run one 

mile today, or five, or 100, but whatever she did, she knew it 

would be a way of saying to her MS, “I’m winning.”

Things started off well, as she clicked off dusty miles under 

the Arizona sun and reveled in the time among friends. At 

the 50K mark, she took a break to self-administer a shot of 

Copaxone, one of her MS drugs. And then, as she’s always 

done, she kept going.

Around 80K, she began having difficulty breathing. She 

called it quits at the 100K mark, and went home happy to 

have been able to run as far as she had.

“That’s a good thing about this disease,” says Shannon. 

“It’s taught me to live in the moment, which I’d never done 

before. I’d always been thinking and planning ahead: ‘OK, 

next month I have Leona Divide, then Western States, then 

Badwater … .’ Now, I wake up, and if I can walk that day, I 

appreciate that. Most people don’t do that.”

Last summer, she finished Badwater again—all 135 

miles, her sixth finish. She says she has no idea how she 

pulled it off; she’d been on and off treatment yet again, 

unable to train consistently. Her breathing issues had 

worsened, leading to a recent diagnosis of “diaphragm 

dysfunction,” meaning her respiratory muscles have begun 

to atrophy. And yet, running Badwater again this past year 

was the ultimate dream for her—the way to show the world 

“THAT’S A GOOD THING ABOUT THIS DISEASE,” 
SAYS SHANNON. “IT’S TAUGHT ME TO LIVE IN THE 
MOMENT, WHICH I’D NEVER DONE BEFORE. I’D 
ALWAYS BEEN THINKING AND PLANNING AHEAD … 
NOW, I WAKE UP, AND IF I CAN WALK THAT DAY, I 
APPRECIATE THAT.”



and her children that it’s still possible to be healthy, love 

life and fight the good fight.

“I don’t know what the future holds for me,” she says, “but 

I do know this: running is saving me from this disease.”

For Kendell, the parallels between running long distances 

and MS are obvious. Each, in its own way, requires a 

certain tolerance for suffering. But the struggle to endure 

comes also with some unexpected gifts. In the same way 

the trail-running community is filled with people curious 

about how best to optimize their health and physical 

performance, having MS has forced Kendell to better tune 

in to her body’s needs.

“I drank too much beer in college, like most people, and 

ate too many 2 a.m. burgers,” Kendell says. “MS forced me to 

take a harder look at how I treat my body and how I can help 

it. I always liked running, but MS gave me another reason 

to pursue it more.”

She’s since moved back to Dallas for work, so when she 

arrived in Leadville last July to run the Silver Rush 50, the 

trails there felt like paradise. For the first 30 miles, she felt 

great. The cool mountain air, the slight breeze coursing 

over the trails, a sea of runners cheering one another on—

it was one of the few days she could remember not feeling 

pain in her body. She was even far enough ahead of her time 

projections that Charlie, who was crewing for her, missed 

her at the halfway point. Fortunately, another runner with 

whom she’d been leapfrogging offered some extra food to 

tide her over until she could meet Charlie again.

In the last few hours, her stomach stopped holding down 

food. The altitude began catching up to her, too. A few 

fellow runners sidled up alongside her and told her, “We’re 

not doing this race for time … want to walk it in with us?”

And so they did, four friendly guys from Colorado and 

Kendell, taking it all in together under the soaring blue 

sky—the pine trees, the setting sun, the dirt beneath 

their shoes—as they made their way back to the finish 

line in Leadville. It was the longest distance Kendell had 

ever run.

The next morning, she got in the car for the 15-hour drive 

back to Texas in order to get back to her job. The fatigue that 

followed, and lasted for weeks, was immense. She took two 

full months off from running to let herself recover.

“My body hated me for a while,” she says, “but at the same 

time, it also loved me, because I was just so happy. That is 

what really carries a person through physical pain.

“That’s why I have to keep running. I still have this shitty 

disease that’s always barking at me in the back of my mind, 

but I wouldn’t be as healthy as I am without that. That’s 

motivation alone to run, to just keep going.”

Yitka Winn is a contributing editor for Trail Runner.
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EVERYMAN’S 
EXPOSED

Two local trail runners and ski bums stop for a rest by 
Brunni Lake in the Swiss Alps. A clear day would have 
yielded a view of mighty, glaciated Mount Titlis. “Initially 
that was what we were after,” says photographer Jakob 
Edholm. “But the dramatic clouds added some mystery!”

PHOTO BY: Jakob Edholm

RUNNERS:  Rikard Del Mestre, Lina Bodi Edström
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EVERYMAN’S 
EXPOSED
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A bridge crossing on 
the Iceline Trail, a 
scenic 30-kilometer 
run in Yoho  
National Park,  
British Columbia.

RUNNER: 
Wendy Copp

PHOTO BY: 
Sean Allen

EVERYMAN’S 
EXPOSED

A serene run on the 
Deep Creek Trail, 
Smoky Mountains 
National Park,  
North Carolina.

RUNNER: 
Ryne Anderson

PHOTO BY: 
Jobie WIlliams

EC
 Editors’
 Choice
 Award

TRAILT

Enter the 
Trail Runner/
Mammut
Reader Photo Contest 

Please email low-resolution 72-ppi jpegs (no more than six at a time) 

to: photos@bigstonepub.com. We will request high-res files of images 

selected for final consideration. 

In each issue, we will pick an Editors’ Choice image, and the  

photographer will receive a pair of Mammut MTR 141 shoes. 

MSRP: $119 (www.mammut.ch)
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Scenery and solitude 
are constants in the 
White Mountains.
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Early on the morning of September 7, 2014, Ben 

Nephew and Ryan Welts, two of New England’s 

strongest mountain runners, set out to break a record 

that had stood for 56 years. They were at Grafton 

Notch in Maine, the northern end of the Mahoosuc 

Range. In 1958, a 19-year-old trail worker named 

Chris Goetze had crossed the Mahoosucs—long 

considered the hardest 31 miles on the Appalachian 

Trail—in 8:06:30, one in a string of impressive trail-

running records he set that summer. Nephew had 

Goetze’s splits taped to his water bottle, a practical 

move that paid unwitting tribute to one of the region’s 

most revered trail runners.

The Mahoosucs straddle the Maine-New 

Hampshire border, crossing into the remote 

northeastern corner of the White Mountain National 

Forest. At 750,000 acres, the "Whites” are one of the 

largest protected tracts on the East Coast. There are 

1,200 miles of trail, including over 100 miles of the 

Appalachian Trail; six designated wilderness areas; 

and 48 peaks over 4,000 feet. Here, amid rugged 

granite-covered peaks and boreal forests, trail 

running is experiencing a rowdy rebirth. Throughout 

the Whites, a new generation of mountain runners 

like Nephew and Welts is pushing past historic 

boundaries and envisioning new challenges, infusing 

new energy into a sport that has century-old roots in 

the region.

This was Welts’s fourth traverse, and it proved just 

as hard as the others. At one point, Nephew hopped 

onto a wooden bog bridge—one of hundreds that 

make the muddy, rugged trails of the Mahoosucs 

passable. A plank upended, did a 180 in the air and 

nearly stabbed Welts in the chest. Nephew went 

down hard, landing in four feet of mud. 

To anyone who saw them on the trail, they might 

have seemed an unlikely duo. Nephew, 40, is missing 

the archetypal lankiness of the distance runner, but 

looks like the guy you want if you’re running 100 

miles with a full pack. With his close-cropped hair 

and compact build, he might be mistaken for a boot-

camp sergeant. In fact, he’s an assistant professor 

at Tufts Veterinary School. The world of research 

overflows into the rest of his life; his rapid-fire speech 

is filled with data points and developing theories.  

Welts, 35, emanates a chill, low-key style. His blond 

hair runs long, and in another era he might have 

been accosted by cops as a hippie. He runs a busy 

pressure-washing business, and has been known to 

run in Spandex tights from TV infomercials (“Two 

for $20!”). His wife, Kristina Folcik-Welts, is herself 

an accomplished mountain runner. They recently 

moved to Tamworth, in a remote, mountainous 

corner of New Hampshire. “We’re always looking at 

maps and piecing things together,” says Welts. “You 

can do a 100-kilometer loop from our house.”

Both Nephew and Welts, though, are pretention-

free and welcoming, with matching irreverent 

Rugged terrain and an 
independent spirit forge a new 
trail-running future for New 
Hampshire’s White Mountains. 

By Doug Mayer

“The country in almost every direction is uneven and mountainous. It is daunting terrible, being full of 
rocky hills as thick as mole hills in a meadow, and clothed with infinite thick woods.”
—New England's Rarities Discovered, John Josselyn, 1674
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sensibilities. At 5-foot-5, Nephew needs to lunge where 

Welts can easily scramble. Running through the deep cleft 

of Mahoosuc Notch that September day, Welts endlessly 

needled his partner about his stature, while Nephew simply 

replied with one dynamic lunge after another. 

A little after 3:30 p.m., Welts and Nephew ran across 

the abandoned rail trestle above the Androscoggin River 

that marks the end of the traverse, 7 hours 45 minutes 

17 seconds after leaving Grafton Notch. They had bested 

Goetze’s time with 21 minutes to spare. The two toasted 

their achievement with Cokes from Nephew’s car. (Here 

Goetze’s legacy retained a small victory: He had celebrated 

“with a whole quart of soda pop.”)

It hadn’t come easy. “We were dead even with Chris for 

a long time,” Welts says. Their break had come at remote 

Gentian Pond, 18 miles in, where Goetze had stopped for 

10 minutes and inhaled a steak that friends had prepared. 

“We just rolled through,” Welts says. “It was awesome. We 

were reliving history.” And making it, too. Times, it seems, 

are changing in the White Mountains. 

“The Trails Here Eat People Up”
“The trail system here is unbelievable,” says local trail 

runner Marc Chauvin. A climbing guide, he’s worked in 

ranges from Chamonix to South America. “You can be as 

imaginative as you want. You can run loops around loops. 

The possibilities are endless.”

Those endless possibilities aren’t for everyone. Many 

of the trails have a straight-up-the-fall-line quality about 

them, and the terrain can be some of the most technical 

in the country. Kevin Tilton, a resident of Conway, New 

Hampshire, and a two-time U.S. Mountain Running Team 

member, grew up looking out at the White Mountains 

through the windows of his high school. He finds the 

Whites closer to the highly technical, vertiginous terrain 

of the Alps than anything in the United States: “It’s just 

beyond most people’s comprehension of what technical 

is. Show someone a picture of a trail in the Northern 

Presidentials, and they’ll say, ‘Oh, cool bushwhack!’ And 

you’ll say, ‘No, that’s the trail.’” 

Jeff List, a scientist with the U.S. Geological Survey 

in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and a longtime White 

Mountains ultramarathoner, says, “It’s vastly more 

technical than almost any place in the West. The trails here 

eat people up.” Passing through here last summer during 

his record-setting Appalachian Trail run, Scott Jurek’s 

daily mileage dropped from an average of 47 to just over 

30. “You don’t understand it,” says Welts, “until you’re on 

the trails.”

The Whites do have gentler trails too, rolling singletrack 

that cruises through the deep forests beneath the peaks. 

Old roads and retired railroad beds, the result of aggressive 

logging more than a century ago, lay the foundation for 

hundreds of miles of such trails. 

Above treeline or below, one thing is never far from 

the minds of the locals who run these trails: the weather. 

It can get fierce, fast. Near treeline, Forest Service signs 

bluntly warn hikers, “Many have died here from exposure, 

even in the summer.” The Whites, after all, include 

Mount Washington, at 6,288 feet the highest peak in the 

Northeast and the putative “Home of the World’s Worst 

Weather.” The mountain has claimed 137 lives and has 

Kristina Folcik-Welts enjoys atypically easy running in a region known for steep, technical terrain.
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hurricane-force gales 110 days of the year. In the winter, 

Everest climbers train there for the sub-zero temperatures 

and high winds. 

The conditions pay dividends for runners, too. “At 

Hardrock, not everyone is well prepared for a cold, rainy 

night. They get hypothermic and drop,” says List, a five-

time finisher of the renowned Colorado 100-miler. “The 

Whites are where you learn to deal with horrible, cold, 

wet weather.”

For those who don’t get swallowed whole, the White 

Mountains have an enduring appeal. On the lower slopes, 

open hardwoods transition to 

dense evergreens that make 

it feel like you’re running 

through a tunnel. Above 

treeline, the ridges and peaks 

are windswept, craggy and 

challenging. Only tiny alpine 

plants and stunted krumholz 

survive in the patches of soil that linger between boulders. 

And because the region lacks a defined, central hub—the 

terrain parses the White Mountains into nearly a dozen 

definable nooks—solitude here comes quickly. “It’s not 

just the terrain, it’s the vegetation, the wetness, the feel of 

it,” says List, who spends summers out west. “These are 

special mountains. I always come back to the Whites.”

Climb, Descend, Repeat as Needed
Tales of endurance in the Whites date back to an era when 

wool-clad “trampers” laid down epic routes as a personal 

challenge. One such route, a 42-mile loop over and around 

the Presidential Range, was completed by Eugene Cook and 

George Sargent in September 1882. The pair stopped atop 

Mount Washington, which then featured a summit hotel, 

and “luxuriated in refreshing rest, feasted with the greatest 

relish and desire, and ended by enjoying the fascination of 

the inexhaustible view." A mountaineering journal at the 

time called their adventure an “audacious tour de force.” 

Modern mountain running in the region traces its start 

to Chris Goetze and the records he set when he was 19, 

in that summer of 1958. It was his second season serving 

on a trail crew in the northern White Mountains town 

of Randolph, where his family summered. When the 

axe-swinging ended in late summer, Goetze got down to 

business. In less than a month, he ticked off blazing-fast 

times on nearly all the major testpieces of the era—speeds 

that no one would touch for over a half century. Short, slight 

and compact in photos taken that summer, he seemed an 

unlikely endurance athlete. But mentally, he was tough. “He 

wants to win, he can pull himself together,” his father wrote 

in 1958. “He can evaluate the condition of his body coolly 

and dispassionately.” 

Goetze soon developed a small team of supporters. 

Among them was Mike Field, who remembers staffing an 

ad-hoc aid station. Campfire burning, the crew would scan 

the ridge with binoculars for signs of Goetze. When he came 

into sight, a steak went into the frying pan. Linda More, a 

summertime neighbor, remembers being positioned on 

Mount Washington with a pair of heavy leather boots into 

which Goetze changed during one of his record-setting LY
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In 1957, a year before his record-setting summer, Chris Geotze (center) helps pack a 
pump organ to Crag Camp, a remote spot in the northern Whites.

In that one season in the White Mountains two 
generations ago, Goetze laid down times so 
aggressive that, to this day, his name is uttered 
with reverence.

Notable
Trail 
Towns
NORTH CONWAY
If there’s an epicenter for the region, it’s North 
Conway. Within an hour’s drive of almost anywhere 
in the White Mountains, this famous ski town offers 
great trail running in the Moat Range and Green 
Hills Preserve. 

LINCOLN 
The focal point for activity in the western Whites, 
Lincoln is the starting point for the Pemi Loop, home 
to the Loon Mountain Race and not far from Mount 
Moosilaukee and Cannon Cliff. 

GORHAM 
An Appalachian Trail town at the base of the 
northern Presidentials, Gorham is the end point for 
the Mahoosucs Traverse and the starting point for 
the Presi run. The area is known for its 
quieter trails.
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trips. She was left behind with a pair of 

tennis shoes.

There was no mountain-running 

scene in the late 1950s, and Goetze 

soon moved on. Five years after 

his banner summer in the White 

Mountains, he was part of a Harvard 

student team that pulled off what 

is still the only ascent straight up 

the Wickersham Wall on Denali, a 

mountain face bigger than any on 

Everest. (The route, Jon Krakauer wrote, was “so bold or 

foolish … it still hasn’t been repeated.”) Other first ascents 

followed, in Labrador and Alaska’s Hayes Range. But 

Goetze kept his accomplishments quiet, even as editor of 

the mountaineering journal Appalachia, in part so others 

could experience the same sense of adventure. (“Blank 

spots on maps meant more to him than the accolades that 

attend discovery and first ascents,” his wife, Lydia, wrote.) 

He died at age 38, from a brain tumor. Still, in that one 

season in the White Mountains two generations ago, he 

laid down times so aggressive that, to this day, his name is 

uttered with reverence.

Goetze’s accomplishments continue to inspire. One 

Saturday last summer, Jeff List and more than a dozen 

friends set off from the Appalachia Trailhead at the base 

of Mount Adams, the second-highest peak in the White 

Mountains and arguably the most technical to ascend. 

Their objective? Tally as much vertical climbing as possible 

during a 12-hour window. From base to summit, the Adams 

climb is 4,500 vertical feet of roots, angular granite and 

switchbacks-be-damned trail running. It was the fifth 

annual Adams Vertical Day, an adventure created by List 

that honors one of Goetze’s runs. JO
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White Mountains trail running has a quirky, 
DIY creativity. Take the MMD—“More and 
More Difficult”—a 50K course designed to be 
a challenge just to finish.

Kasie Enman (left), a top Vermont runner, won last year's Loon Mountain Race.

Larisa Dannis manages a smile despite the 22-percent grade at the Mount Washington Road Race.
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On August 7, 1958, the teenager ticked off four laps of the 

peak—each time faster than the last—good for around 18,000 

feet of climbing in under 12 hours. It’s a feat that’s yet to be 

repeated. List, a lanky 56-year-old, says, “I’m still waiting for 

someone to prove they’re as tough as Goetze was in 1958.”

The Adams Vertical Day is typical of White Mountains 

trail running, which has a quirky, DIY creativity. Take 

another run, the MMD—“More and More Difficult”—

an annual gathering in which masochistic trail runners 

take on a 50K course designed to be a challenge just to 

finish. The routes vary from year to year, but have one 

theme in common: They’re designed to crush the region’s 

best mountain runners. A recent course consisted of 

six laps in the rugged Northern Presidentials, including 

The Subway, a trail that threads its way underneath car-

sized boulders in the notoriously gnarly King Ravine. 

Described as an “adventure among friends,” the MMD has 

no entry fee. Organizer Bob Najar calls it “an antidote to 

the festivalization of trail running and big, commercial 

events.” Participants get a painted finisher’s rock and a 

pot-luck cookout. 

There are others, too, like the Mount Adams Challenge. 

A DIY run up the dramatic Air Line Ridge on Mount 

Adams, the route climbs nearly 4,500 feet in 5.4 miles. The 

challenge can be undertaken any day of the year. The cutoff 

time, 2:10, is set to be attainable by mid-pack trail runners. 

Get in under it, and you’ve scored yourself a free cappuccino 

at the local café and a free beer at the pub across the street. 

A ravine away is another contest, this one named for 

Crag Camp, a rustic overnight cabin operated by the tiny 

Randolph Mountain Club. Run the 2.9 miles from the valley 

to the cabin in a time faster than your age, and you’ll be one 

of fewer than a dozen who have done it in the last 40 years. 

Then there’s the Swan Song Loop, 50 kilometers of the 

most technical terrain in the East, with a quad-crushing 

17,000 feet of climbing. The route is a tribute to the speed 

hiker Brad Swan, who in 1953 pioneered an epic hike his 

friends dubbed the Swan Traverse. (The Swan Traverse was 

meant as a joke, but the era’s strongest runners took it as a 

challenge. Predictably, no one came close to Chris Goetze’s 

time.) Ryan Welts and Kristina Folcik-Welts hold the FKTs 

for the loop. “There’s always a huge climb ahead of you,” 

says Kristina. “There are descents that are like falling down 

a cliff. You’re holding on to trees, on your ass.” But you 

can't slow down, either: “You want to be out of Huntington 

Ravine before nightfall.” Take a few steps off-route there, 

and you’ve just bought yourself a 5.8 rock climb. 

This DIY creativity has been aided, albeit unintentionally, 

by land managers. Some of the most classic trail running 

incorporates sections of the Appalachian Trail or wilderness 

areas—both off-limits to organized trail races—or passes 

through fragile alpine areas. “That scenery already attracts 

large numbers of hikers,” says Justin Preisendorfer, a local 

Forest Service ranger. “I’ve dealt with several frustrated 

race planners. We can help plan events, but some areas 

will continue to be saved for the individuals who want 

something wilder and hopefully less crowded.”

#thishurts
Protected lands notwithstanding, trail racing is thriving 

in the area. This is in large part thanks to the tireless 

enthusiasm of Paul Kirsch. Since 2003, Kirsch, a resident 

of Madison, New Hampshire, has combined an eye for 

memorable courses with professional marketing skills, to 

great success.

Kirsch, now 49, moved to the White Mountains in 

1992 and began hiking the peaks. Once he crossed paths 

with Kevin Tilton, however, he began to recognize the 

Top 
Races

CRANMORE HILL CLIMB
NORTH CONWAY, NH
JULY 10
Up, down, multi-lap: each year’s 
Cranmore race, held on a local ski 
hill, is different than the last. 
whitemountainmilers.com/cranmore

DIRTY GIRL
ALBANY, NH
JUNE 4
This four-mile women’s-only event has 
attracted new trail runners thanks to a 
relaxed atmosphere and shorter, less 
intimidating course.
whitemountainmilers.com/dirty-girl-
trail-race

KISMET CLIFF RUNS
CONWAY, NH
SEPTEMBER (DATE TBD)
A fundraiser for a local youth-
climbing nonprofit, Kismet features 
rollercoaster singletrack next to 
popular climbing areas, with five-mile 
and half-marathon distances.
facebook.com/kismetcliffruns

LOON MOUNTAIN RACE
LINCOLN, NH
JULY 3
This demanding, perennially 
competitive 6.6-mile race rises 
more than 2,200 feet, and includes 
40-percent-grade slopes. 
acidoticracing.com/loon-mountain-race

MOUNT WASHINGTON 
ROAD RACE
GORHAM, NH
JUNE 18
Entirely on road, this 56-year-old 
race climbs a grueling 4,500 feet 
in 7.6 miles to the summit of Mount 
Washington. One of the most famous 
hill climbs in the country, if not the 
world, the race starts 1,300 runners, 
chosen from more than 2,000 
applicants. 
mountwashingtonroadrace.com

The challenging climbs of the Loon Mountain Race leave many runners cursing.
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rich mountain-running potential of 

the region. “The big marquee stuff 

is crazy technical,” says Kirsch, who 

serves as the chair of USA Track 

and Field’s New England Mountain/

Ultra/Trail Committee and is a 

seven-time manager of the USA 

Junior Mountain Running Team. 

“But there are a lot of accessible 

trails, too. You can be blown away by the solitude on 

those trails.”

In the intervening years, Kirsch has helped design 

and promote what are now two of the best-known short-

distance mountain races in the country, the Loon Mountain 

Race and the Cranmore Hill Climb. The routes weave 

together singletrack and ski trails, demanding climbs and 

plummeting descents. Each event has served as a qualifier 

for the U.S. Mountain Running Team on multiple occasions. 

Loon, in particular, has captured the imagination of area 

runners. It’s one of the steepest mountain races in the 

country, rising 2,200 feet in 6.6 miles, and finishing with 

a fearsome 40-percent grade on the Upper Walking Boss 

ski trail. A sign placed alongside the course last year read, 

“Trending on Twitter: #thishurts.” “It’s pretty common to 

hear sounds of agony on that climb,” says Kasie Enman, a 

resident of adjacent Vermont and the winner of the women’s 

race last year. “My first year, I heard a burst of profanity. 

I turned back and was struck by the expanse of what was 

behind me—both the ant-like cursing figures and the 

Classic 
Trail 
Runs
PEMI LOOP
This loop has it all, in 32 miles and 9,000 feet of 
vertical: steep climbs, alpine terrain, boreal and 
hardwood forests and highly runnable converted 
rail beds. Start and finish at Lincoln Woods, off the 
Kancamagus Highway. 

PRESI TRAVERSE
No route in the Whites features more time above 
treeline. When the forecast is great, you’ll see 
five states and Quebec. Eighteen miles and 
nearly 8,500 feet of vert assure that your quads 
will be cooked come nightfall. Leave your car in 
Crawford Notch and schedule a drop-off with 
Trail Angels (trailangelshikerservices.com).

MOUNT MOOSILAUKEE 
Owned in part by Dartmouth, this mountain has 
a network of runnable-but-rugged trails that start 
from the student-run Ravine Lodge. Stay for one 
of the informal family style dinners, and book 
lodging if you like.

KILKENNY RIDGE TRAIL 
A wild traverse through 26 miles of the “Great 
North Woods” in the northernmost White 
Mountains, you might run all day and see more 
moose than people. Spot a car the night before 
outside the Forest Service gate at South Pond, or 
you'll be looking at an epic hitchhike.
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“The trail system here is unbelievable,” says 
local trail runner Marc Chauvin. “You can be 
as imaginative as you want. You can run loops 
around loops. The possibilities are endless.”

Adam Wilcox navigating typical White Mountains terrain.
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gorgeous view of the mountain landscape.” 

Alongside Kirsch’s high-profile events are more than 

a dozen local mountain races, with names like the Kismet 

Cliff Run, Squam Ridge Race and the Randolph Ramble, that 

have been founded in the past handful of years. One of the 

more recent additions is the Dirty Girl, a trail race for women 

only. Spearheaded by Leslie O’Dell, one of the region’s top 

mountain runners, the event’s goal was to get women out 

on the trails. “The first two races were huge successes,” says 

O’Dell. “Women have stopped me and told me it was their 

favorite trail race, ever.”

Like Running Through a Lava Field, 
Only Harder
Still, the fiercest competition may be for the region’s fastest 

known times. Not 10 months after Welts and Nephew 

shattered Goetze’s Mahoosucs FKT, another White 

Mountains runner, Adam Wilcox, bested their time by the 

razor-thin margin of 30 seconds. 

Nephew, for his part, has eked out the FKT on what is 

arguably the region’s most famous trail run, the Presidential 

Range Traverse. He talks as fast as he runs, describing the 

route in rapid-fire sentences: “You start out with a vertical 

kilometer! Then, you need to cover some ridiculously 

technical terrain, really fast!” Eighteen miles long, the “Presi” 

Traverse snakes its way over the alpine tundra of the White 

Mountains’ highest peaks, named for early U.S. presidents. 

On any given summer weekend, it’s not uncommon to 

see at least a few groups running the route. Ryan Welts, 

Nephew’s partner for the Mahoosucs run, resurrected the 

FKT in 2009, after nearly two decades of relative inactivity 

on the line; the first recorded fastest time goes back to 

1968, when two U.S. Nordic team members ran across the 

range in 4:46. 

Nephew thrives in the Presi’s rugged terrain. (He’s won 

the infamously rocky and gullied Escarpment Trail Run, 

in the Catskill Mountains of New York, a record 11 times.) 

After the route’s first big vertical push comes the boulder-

filled northern Presidentials, an area Nephew calls “a 

unique microclimate of terrain.” “It’s like running through 

a lava field, only harder, because the rocks are bigger,” he 

says. Only at Mount Washington, 10 miles in, can you start 

to really run. 

The route culminates in a pounding descent, which very 

nearly derailed Nephew’s 2013 record attempt. Behind record 

time at the last summit, he doubled down on the rocky, root-

strewn descent—and found himself airborne, a half-mile 

from the finish. “I hit so hard and so fast, I barely had time 

to get my hands in front of my face,” he says. “I landed a foot 

short of a rock drainage that looked like a stacked set of 

sharp, miniature Stegosaurus plates.” Minutes later, though, 

he snatched the FKT with a time of 4:34:36—besting the 

previous record by 53 seconds. 

The 32-mile long Pemigewasset Loop is another classic. It 

sees at least as many runners as the Presidentials, thanks in 

part to a 2005 article in Backpacker that dubbed the “Pemi" 

Loop one of the country’s 10 classic day hikes. Nephew holds 

the current FKT, but Wilcox is not far behind. A top finisher JO
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From left: Jerimy Arnold, Kristina Folcik-Welts, Adam Wilcox and Ryan Welts on the summit of Black Cap Peak (2,369 feet) in the Green Hills Preserve.
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at the Hardrock and Western States 100-milers in 2015, he 

hopes to be the first person to take the loop under six hours. 

In a blog post, Wilcox wrote, “I continued to hurl myself 

around the Pemi, only making incremental improvements. 

6:46 ... 6:43 ... 6:38. I found myself the awkward owner of the 

second-, third- and fourth-fastest times.”

Recently, Welts, Nephew and other area runners have been 

eyeing another long-established route, the Huts Traverse. 

Forty-nine miles long, it wends its way through 17,000 feet 

of climbing, tagging all eight of the venerable Appalachian 

Mountain Club’s high-mountain huts. The first FKT was 

ticked off 84 years ago, but it was—unsurprisingly—Goetze 

who brought the time into the modern era, and the current 

FKTs are held by two former AMC hut staffers. 

The next big FKT may not even take place entirely on trail. 

This fall, 31-year-old Josh Garrison of Katonah, New York, 

soloed three classic rock climbs on Cannon Cliff, a big-wall 

climbing area in the northwest corner of the Whites. In total, 

he ascended the equivalent of 20 rope pitches, or about 3,300 

vertical feet. He connected the routes with trail runs. The 

adventure took him 3 hours 30 minutes. 

“This combination of mountaineering and running is 

going to blow people away,” says Chauvin, the climbing guide. 

He likens it to when trail runners first arrived in numbers, 

nearly two decades ago. Hikers would exclaim, “Look at 

how small your pack is!” then ask, “What are you training 

for?” Says Chauvin, “I’d just look at them and answer, ‘The 

revolution!’ And I wasn’t kidding.”

An Enduring Classic
In late October, with New England’s colorful fall foliage 

strewn across the rocky trails, three dozen Dartmouth 

College athletes, plus a few alumni and friends, gathered 

in a field next to the log-framed Ravine Lodge, at the base 

of Mount Moosilaukee in the western White Mountains. 

It was a close-of-the-season, late-fall classic: the 

Dartmouth College time trials. Since 1965, the school’s 

ski teams have gathered here to run the Gorge Brook Trail 

to the broad alpine summit of the 4,803-foot peak. It was 

overcast and gloomy in the valleys of 

the White Mountains, and up high 

a furious fall storm was raging. The 

Mount Washington Observatory, 

1,500 feet higher and a few dozen 

miles away, reported freezing fog, a 

temperature of 29 degrees and winds 

gusting to 86 miles per hour.

One per minute, the athletes took their turn, as longtime 

Nordic coach Ruff Patterson called them to the designated 

start line, next to a lone apple tree. Conditions changed 

rapidly as the runners moved higher on the mountain. 

A thousand feet up, they hit the fog. Near treeline, light 

rain turned to blowing snow. Small, fragile daggers of 

frosty rime ice covered the boulders. At the summit sign, 

another Dartmouth coach yelled out bib numbers over the 

roar of the wind. A few shivering skiers-turned-mountain 

runners fought the gusts as they changed into dry shirts and 

waterproof shells before heading back down the mountain. 

In the White Mountains, another trail-running season was 

in the books. 

Doug Mayer lives at the base of Mount Adams, in the village of 

Randolph, New Hampshire. He is the founder of Run the Alps, a 

tour company, and a Trail Runner contributing editor.

A stretch of high-alpine singletrack in the Presidential Range.
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“This combination of mountaineering and 
running is going to blow people away,” says 
Chauvin, the climbing guide.
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Ian Corless is a photographer, writer and podcaster who specializes in the world of 

ultra, trail and mountain running. He is currently travelling the world capturing images 

and stories from many of the world's most iconic races. In November 2016, Ian will 

publish a book called Running Beyond with Aurum Press.

through the lens of Ian Corless

A visual tour of racing from eight countries 

R A C I N G
A R O U N D 
T H E  W O R L D

s p a i n
Luis Alberto Hernando is pumped about his win at the 2015 Transvulcania Ultramarathon, Canary Islands. 
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM LEFT

m o r o c c o
It’s head-to-head at 
the front of the race, 
the 2015 edition 
of the famed six-
day, 250-kilometer 
Marathon des Sables.

n e p a l
Jose Delgado takes 
in the local color and 
magical mountains at 
the Everest Trail Race.

c o s ta
r i c a
Ashur Youssefi-
Dizagetakieh wades 
one of the many 
water crossings 
at The Coastal 
Challenge.
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CLOCKWISE 
FROM LEFT

W A L E S
Steve Birkinshaw 
approaching the 
exposed ridge 
of Crib Goch on 
day one of the 
Dragon's Back 
Race. 

S O U T H
A F R I C A
Runners negotiate 
the Tatasberg 
boulderfields at 
the Richtersveld 
Wildrun. 

n o r t h e r n
I R E L A N D
Lizzie Wraith 
tackles stunning 
Mourne Mountain 
at the Mourne 
Skyline Mountain-
Trail Race. 
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s p a i n

Niandi Carmont 
runs in the 
sky on the 
Transvulcania 
Ultramarathon 
course.
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READY FOR THE BEST SINGLE TRACK 

MARATHON YOU‘LL EVER RUN

Saturday, August 13, 2016, 6:30 am

Presented by Aspen Parks & Recreation
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U . S . A .

Steven Sleuyter 
crosses incredible 
southerwestern sands 
during the Grand  
to Grand Ultra in  
Arizona and Utah.
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The guy who takes a seat at our communal dining table 

has uncombed, almost shoulder-length blond hair and 

a fit upper body. He could pass for a surfer in his 20s, 

but it turns out he’s a 38-year-old Army veteran.  

It’s October 9, 2015, the first night of a trail-

running camp in Texas. We’re off the grid in a rural 

compound with no-frills dormitories, surrounded by 

hills with miles of rocky trails, two hours northwest 

of San Antonio.

He politely introduces himself as Chad Prichard 

from Denver, and soon says, “I thank God for giving 

me this opportunity. This whole thing is awesome.”

Some 60 men and women from all over the country 

who actively serve or are retired from the military 

are taking part in the camp, which supports veterans 

through athletic and social programs. Ultrarunner 

Liza Howard of San Antonio, winner of the 2015 

Leadville Trail 100 Run, organized the camp and 

recruited several top names in the sport to serve as 

mentors, including Meghan Arbogast, Jason Schlarb, 

Nicole Struder, Paul Terranova and others. Everyone 

wears a red shirt with the eagle logo of the nonprofit 

that brought us together: Team RWB (short for Red 

White and Blue).

What brings Prichard here? His answer is simple. 

“This has saved me,” he explains, meaning getting in 

shape and connecting with Team RWB a little over a 

year ago.

Over the course of the three-day camp, Prichard 

earns a reputation as a runner with an abundance of 

raw talent and a positive personality. “He’s a natural 

athlete,” says one of his mentors, ultrarunner Matt Hart 

of Boulder, Colorado, “and the most excited, energetic 

and enthusiastic member of our whole group.” 

Watching Prichard charge up hillsides or attack 

the camp’s obstacle course, it’s hard to 

imagine that three years ago, he was 

overweight and barely able to hold down a 

job due to heavy drug abuse. He had been 

homeless for a short period, diagnosed 

with chemical-induced schizophrenia, 

divorced, bankrupt and alienated from 

his two young children. 

“Back then,” says Prichard, recalling 

his cocaine-addled days, “I couldn’t 

understand what you’d be saying because 

voices were constantly talking in my head.” 

During a group session at the camp, 

Prichard stands up and shares the story 

of his journey from a working-class 

Midwestern upbringing to serving in the 

Army, to substance abuse, to rebuilding 

his life and becoming a runner. He’s 

packed in more drama and scrapes with 

death by age 35 than most people ever 

come close to experiencing. “I sometimes 

tell people I don’t know what was more of 

a culture shock—going to war, or coming 

home from Iraq to a bankruptcy and 

divorce,” he says.

“My prayer,” he adds afterward, “is I 

can give other veterans a message of hope, 

that no matter what hole you’ve fallen in, 

you can get out.” 

In the weeks that follow, he feels so 

inspired by the trail-running camp that 

he nurtures dreams of becoming an 

accomplished ultrarunner and signs up 

for the January 9 Bandera 100K, giving 

himself just three months to train. 

“Trail running gives me the 

opportunity to push myself to be better,” 

he says. “There are so many things I could 

do athletically, but I love that ‘let’s go for 

an all-day run’ mindset.”

A Young Recruit, Married 
With Kids

Prichard's father died of ALS when he 

was 12. His mother moved him and his 

three younger siblings from Iowa to a 

suburb of Kansas City, Missouri, and 

remarried. 

He didn’t feel drawn to athletics as a 

teen, because he was small, only 5 feet 

4 inches tall and 120 pounds. Cross-

country running or track didn’t occur to 

him as an option.

“I wish I had seen the movie Prefontaine

in high school, because I didn’t ever think 

From War 
and Addiction 
to a 100K
One soldier’s 
rebirth as a 
trail runner
By Sarah Lavender Smith

“I sometimes 
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a bankruptcy 
and divorce,” 
says Prichard.
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running could be so impactful,” he says in hindsight. “That 

guy [Steve Prefontaine] was picked on—he didn’t make any 

teams and was tiny—and I was the same way.”

Nor was Prichard academically inclined. “It wasn’t because 

I was stupid, or that school was hard,” he recalls. “I just lost 

interest.” His mother tried to be supportive, he says, but his 

relationship with her and his siblings weakened as they coped 

with their individual circumstances.

“It wasn’t just me who lost my dad and had to move to 

a new city and start over,” he says now. “We all had to go 

through suffering.”

As a high-school senior, Prichard met with an Army 

Reserves recruiter. A military career seemed appealing 

after a challenging adolescence. “I wanted adventure, 

to be able to travel,” he says. “And I didn’t know what I 

wanted to do with my life.” That year—1995—he had a 

growth spurt of about five inches, which enabled him to 

pass the Army’s size requirements. The recruiter enlisted 

him immediately.

Prichard trained at the Army Reserves Center 

at the Richards-Gebaur Base near Kansas City and 

became a part-time heavy-vehicle operator for the 

179th Transportation Company. Needing money, he 

moonlighted as a cook at an Applebee’s. Then 20, he 

started dating the 19-year-old hostess, who became 

pregnant two months into their relationship. 

“Losing my father made me really scared for this child,” 

he says. “I didn’t want him to grow up fatherless, so I thought 

the solution was to get married.” Their son was born one 

month after their wedding, in 1999. 

Prichard enrolled in classes at DeVry University, earned 

a degree in computer networking and got a well-paying 

job in sales and IT for Gateway Computers. But a serious 

auto accident—his truck was rear-ended—left him with a 

concussion and back pain. 

Around this time, Prichard started drinking heavily: 

two to six beers a day and a 12-pack on weekends. The 

pressures of making ends meet, raising a child and coping 

with pain from the accident frayed his marriage. He and his 

wife separated and then, in early 2001, reconnected for one 

night. She became pregnant with their daughter. “I tried 

really hard to make it right,” he says. They moved back in 

together to raise their family.

Then 9/11 hit, and reservists like him were readied for 

active duty. The terrorist attack “fired me up,” Prichard 

says. “I wanted to get involved.”  

A friend suggested he train to become a Civil Affairs 

specialist, an intelligence and combat-support position. 

Needed in any mission involving civilians, they frequently 

get deployed, and Prichard eagerly signed on.

At Christmastime 2002, when he was 25 and his kids 

were 3 and 1, he received notice he would go to Fort Bragg 

for intensive training on Iraq’s geography, culture and 

language. Then he’d deploy sometime in March, with the 

first wave of the invasion. 

“I admit I was scared,” he says, “but the fact was I was a 

trained soldier and willing to do whatever it took.” 

Leaving his young children “really sucked, but I couldn’t 

concentrate on how bad it was to be away, because we truly 

had to focus on our mission. Everyone had friends and C
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Chad Prichard with his family outside of Phoenix Multisport in Denver in June 2015, with his son, Tanner, then 15; his mother, LuAnn Nichols; and 
his daughter, Maddison, 13.
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family they left behind. If we wanted to get back and not get 

killed, we had to focus on our mission.”

In the Red Zone

Prichard got assigned to a team whose mission was to 

support the 4th Infantry Division, 2nd Brigade Combat 

Team by assessing and improving the infrastructure in an 

area northeast of Baghdad. 

They were deep in the “Red Zone,” an area designated 

as unsafe. “Our threat level was at the extreme,” says 

Prichard’s friend and team sergeant James Loehr. Their 

six-man Civil Affairs team was embedded in a safe house 

in the Sunni Triangle in Eastern Iraq. Only two of these 

teams were assigned to live there—12 American soldiers 

surrounded by some 40,000 Iraqis, with backup troops 

more than 20 miles away.  

Those dozen soldiers gathered intelligence from civilians, 

helped rebuild services such as water treatment plants and 

communications, and identified targets such as mosques 

and hospitals that should be protected from military action.

“Chad was amazing, and we nicknamed him Face from 

The A Team,” says Loehr, referring to the 1980s TV show’s 

smooth-talking second-in-command, who’s able to get the 

team what they need. “He was the picture-perfect Civil 

Affairs soldier, because he was able to win hearts and minds, 

and he made friends with neighbors in the area we lived in.”

Loehr recalls how one time, a suicide bomber, trying 

to get near the soldiers by enticing them with food, 

accidentally detonated himself too early. Some people in 

the neighborhood thought the American soldiers killed the 

man. Prichard, first to the scene, “did a great job keeping the 

crowd calm,” says Loehr. “He told kids to get the leaders to 

let them know it wasn’t our fault.” 

Suicide bombers weren’t the only regular threat. 

Improvised explosive devices blew up right next to their 

vehicle on several occasions, and, other times, makeshift 

grenades were thrown over a wall and toward their safe 

house. “I have no idea how I survived,” says Prichard, 

mentioning a captain close to him who died and a sergeant 

who lost an arm. 

Nonetheless, he speaks with pride about his time in 

Iraq: “I got to help Iraqi people get the supplies they 

needed, get the parts to get pumps working again. … Our 

role was very rewarding.”

A Disastrous Homecoming

Prichard and his wife did not keep in close touch during 

his year away, and, on his return, he felt something wasn’t right 

between them. He suspected she had developed a relationship 

with someone else. 

A few days after he returned home, Prichard says he and 

his wife got into a fight that turned physical, and when he 

restrained her, she accused him of domestic violence. The 

police arrested and jailed him until the charges were dropped 

days later. Then—still only one week back from Iraq—he 

discovered his house payments were delinquent, his car was 

about to be repossessed and his wife wanted to file for divorce. 

They separated, and, with the help of his mother, Prichard 

shared parenting duties with his ex-wife. “I told my mom, 

I’d much rather go back to Iraq and have the risk of getting 

blown up or shot—this was way more painful,” he recalls. 

“The divorce and bankruptcy sent me into depression, and 

I became a very angry person. I felt like I fought for this 

country, and now I’m falling apart and this country doesn’t 

give a crap about me.”

He was deployed to West Africa for part of 2005, to 

help train the Mali National Guard, but felt adrift again 

upon returning in early 2006, the year his Army service 

officially ended.

He tried to resume his old career as a computer-network 

administrator, but “couldn’t do a desk job” after having been 

in the field as a soldier. Looking to try something different, 

he took an unpaid internship at a theater company in Kansas 

City. He realized his skills translated well to working the 

lights and sound for shows, and he enjoyed it.

Prichard then embarked on a new career as a roadie 

in the music industry, touring with some big-name acts 

like Jackson Browne and Everclear. But heavy partying—

drinking, smoking pot—went hand in hand with his new 

profession, and his role as a father became increasingly 

difficult to maintain. 

“It got to the point where I looked at having my kids as 

work,” because he would have to sober up to take care of   them, 

he recalls remorsefully. “It took me away from my life. I’d party 

hard and wake up the next morning feeling like crap, and I’d 

drink and do a bump of cocaine just to get back to normal.”

Chad Prichard (left, foreground) practices trail running and builds friendships       
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After his ex-wife and their children 

moved to Colorado in 2008, Prichard’s 

contact with them all but dried up. He 

devolved to the point where, nearly daily, 

he would ingest at least a gram of cocaine, 

along with prescription drugs—anti-

depressant, anti-anxiety and sleep-aid 

medications prescribed by the Veterans 

Administration—a case of beer, a pack of 

cigarettes and marijuana. 

“You just drink all day—it’s literally an 

all-day event,” he says, trying to explain 

how anyone can tolerate that level of 

intoxication. “It caught up to me really 

bad. It was like committing suicide every 

day without pulling the trigger, and, with 

the amount of drugs I’d do, there were 

times I felt like my heart would blow out 

of my chest.”

In 2011, he became homeless for a few 

months. “I would sneak into people’s 

basements and sleep wherever I could. I 

hated it.” Because of his drug use, he was 

rarely working, and his reputation had 

deteriorated. A friend rescued him by 

paying for an apartment in Kansas City: “He 

saw that glimpse of person in me that still 

could get through this.” 

Toward the end of 2012, Prichard says, “I 

looked in the mirror, and realized I looked horrible. 

My skin was messed up. I had a beer gut. I didn’t have 

muscle definition.” 

Still worse were the auditory hallucinations: the 

voices of God and the devil, waging a good-versus-

evil debate in his head. “It was scary, it was constant, 

and it was just so hard to function,” he says. “I said a 

prayer and said, ‘I need to get away from this.’ I was 

willing to do anything to get my head right.”

Getting Clean

Early the next year, Prichard went to the VA in 

Kansas City, saying he needed help to get clean and 

sober, but the agency had a six-week waiting list for 

drug rehab. 

“There was that fighter in me that said, ‘I 

fucked up, it’s time to move on, this is not fun 

anymore, this is evil,’” he says. “So I just started 

quitting”—first cocaine, then alcohol, and finally 

cigarettes and marijuana. It took the better part 

of 2013 to end his substance abuse. “Learning 

to get ready in the morning sober was so hard. 

Just doing simple things sober was so hard.” His 

mother and a Kansas City church provided some 

emotional support. 

That summer, he decided he needed a change. 

“I needed to get away from Kansas City,” he says. 

“I needed to go somewhere where no one knew my 

name, where I didn’t have a favorite bar. And the 

more sober I got, the more my vision became clear 

that my priorities were out of whack, and I needed 

to be more in my children’s lives.”

He moved to the suburbs of Denver to live near 

his ex-wife and reconnect with his children, who 

are now in the 8th and 10th grades. His relationship 

with their mother “got way better,” he says. Rather 

than always fighting, Prichard and his ex-wife 

found a way to collaborate on co-parenting while 

living in separate households. He began visiting his 

children one day during the week and caring for 

them every other weekend. 

From Addict to Athlete

In Colorado, several individuals serendipitously 

stepped into Prichard’s life to help him and, 

ultimately, to steer him toward trail running.

First, he found Phoenix Multisport in Denver, 

a support group and gym devoted to helping 

individuals recover from alcohol and substance 

abuse through physical activity. Founder Scott 

Strode inspired Prichard with the message, “I’m 

an athlete, not an addict.” He took up running for 

fitness and ran several 5Ks in the summer of 2014, 

getting his time to under 21 minutes. 

While working out one day at Phoenix Multisport, 

he met Pete Mangold, a representative of the 

Denver Chapter of Team RWB. With Mangold’s 

      at the Team RWB trail-running camp near Rock Springs, Texas, October 2015.
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encouragement, he became involved with the chapter, ran 

a couple of 10Ks and participated in his most inspiring run 

to date: the Old Glory Relay, a coast-to-coast event in which 

hundreds of veterans, each running a short segment, carry 

the American flag across the country.

Ultrarunner Dave James of Flagstaff, Arizona, a two-time 

USATF 100-mile champion, was an Old Glory Relay leader, 

and met Prichard when Prichard was assigned to run to the 

highest point on the relay: Monarch Pass on the Continental 

Divide, at 11,300 feet elevation.

“I basically had to sprint to keep up with him,” says James. 

“His breathing going up to 11,000 feet wasn’t labored at all. I 

told him, ‘You really have talent.’” 

“Dave James motivated me to think, ‘I’ve got something 

I can be good at,’” Prichard says. “I thought, now that I’m 

sober, the sky’s the limit, and, to be honest, marathons 

sounded boring. So I heard the word ‘Ironman’—a marathon 

and bike and swim—and I thought, ‘I’m gonna do that.’”

With a borrowed bike, Prichard started training, in 

between nursing classes at the University of Colorado 

Denver and part-time work as a student-assistant medical 

researcher. Using the GI Bill, he enrolled to become a nurse 

and hopes, in the long term, to specialize in physical therapy, 

which he became interested in after his car accident in 2000 

left him with soft-tissue damage. 

By 2015, Prichard felt like such a new person that he 

added “The Sober Chad” in parentheses to his name on 

Facebook. He finished four sprint-distance triathlons and 

one Half Ironman as precursors to a full Ironman.

Then he stumbled into a different kind of endurance 

event. A Team RWB member needed a pacer for the 

Leadville Trail 100 Run, Colorado’s legendary “race across 

the sky.” 

“I’m like, ‘It’s running, I’ll figure it out,’” he says. “I fell in 

love with it.”

A Blind Date at the Leadville 100 

Prichard showed up at the mile-75 aid station of the Leadville 

100 last August with virtually no trail-running experience. 

He was looking forward to experiencing the final leg of the 

race, but his runner hadn’t made the cutoffs at the earlier 

aid stations. Prichard found himself stuck.

Then one of the top female competitors, Amy Rusiecki, 

36, of South Deerfield, Massachusetts, came into the aid 

station. She had been a podium finisher at several ultras and 

was running her 10th 100-miler at Leadville, but stomach 

problems and low energy plagued her performance that day. 

She had received word that her pacer had to bow out due to 

altitude sickness. A friend at the aid station connected her 

with Prichard, and, without hesitating, Prichard agreed to 

be Rusiecki's pacer. 

“He kept saying, ‘Yes, ma’am,’ and was formal in the way 

he talks, but at the same time he’s scruffy—he looked like a 

20-something hipster trail runner,” Rusiecki says.

They hit the trail around midnight. “He was so encouraging 

and psyched about everything,” she remembers. When they 

passed other runners, “He’d say, ‘I’m gonna give you a Ric 

Flair Woo’” [the signature cheer of the wrestling celebrity], 

followed by a rousing, “Wooo!”

“I’m not really a trail runner,” Prichard told Rusiecki at 

one point. 

“I said, ‘You’re keeping up, so you fooled me,’” says 

Rusiecki, who picked up the pace enough to break 27 hours.

A Rookie’s Plunge into Ultras

On January 9, Prichard stood at the start line of the Bandera 

100K, a tough Texas race with the tagline “a trail of rugged 

and brutal beauty where everything cuts, stings or bites.” 

He had been following a weekly routine of one long bike 

ride, one long swim, two days completely off and only three 

days of running. Then a trail-running mentor from camp 

suggested in November that he add more trail-specific 

volume, so Prichard completed two 50K training runs in mid-

December on rugged, snowy Colorado trails. That distance 

was the farthest he had ever run.

In the days before the race, he flirted with doubt and 

considered downgrading to the event’s 50K division. “I 

started to read an ultrarunning book and had to stop, 

because it was just stressing me out,” he says. “I thought, 

‘I’m not doing this, I’m not doing that.’” 

But he stuck with the 100K, and at 7:30 a.m., just past 

sunrise, an exuberant Prichard took off with Lorenzo Sanchez, 

an Air Force vet and one of the mentors from the Team RWB 

camp. Sanchez, a six-time finisher of the Bandera 100K, had 

signed up so he could pace Prichard through the race.

Prichard’s overriding goal was to “have fun and finish with 

a smile,” but he also hoped to break 12 hours—ambitious 

for a first-timer, considering that it would put him in the top 

quintile of finishers at a competitive race. C
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Prichard, in September 2015—having been sober for a little more than 
one year—completes the Littlefoot Sprint Triathlon near Lakewood, 
Colorado, representing Team RWB.
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The course was a double 50K loop in 

Hill Country State Natural Area, a remote 

wilderness preserve with dusty roads 

bordered by scraggly cedars and sturdy oaks. 

Protruding limestone and softball-sized loose 

rocks made running the singletrack trails feel 

like trekking up dry riverbeds. Sotol, a knee-

high spiky green plant with barbed, serrated 

leaves, lacerated runners’ legs.

About five-and-a-half hours in, at the 

50K mark—halfway—Prichard’s gait looked 

uneven, his right leg stiff from fatigue and 

from falling down multiple times. Still, he 

high-fived Sanchez and other friends and let 

out a “Wooo!” as he ran beyond 31 miles for 

the first time. 

Watching from the sidelines, Joe Prusaitis, 

the race’s founder and first race director, said 

wryly, “That guy could get hit by a car and still 

be smiling.”

At mile 42, though, Prichard looked 

drained as he emerged from the brush. “I 

had a shitty”—he clapped his hand over his 

mouth—“I’m sorry, I mean crappy mile, and 

I hurt,” he said. “I kept telling myself I’d 

get out of that low, but, at the same time, I 

wasn’t, and it was kind of scary.” Ointment 

made his stiff, scratched-up legs feel better, 

and as he took off with Sanchez, his stride 

looked fluid again. 

The sun set and temperatures dropped into 

the low 40s. Prichard and Sanchez caught up to 

another friend from Team RWB, and then met a 

fourth runner, whose headlamp was failing. The 

foursome became determined to finish together, 

so Prichard and Sanchez periodically slowed 

down to let the others keep up.

Shortly after 7:15 p.m., a cluster of headlamp 

beams appeared in the darkness near the 

finish, and “Wooo!” rang out from behind some 

bushes. Prichard burst into the finishing chute, 

his three running buddies sprinting behind. A 

large American flag unfurled over his shoulder. 

A day earlier, Prichard had driven to the 

final aid station and stashed the flag so he 

could carry it the last five miles.

They crossed the line together in 11:46:03, 

tying for 33rd place out of more than 200 

finishers. Prichard looked close to tears as he 

hugged the race director, but his expression 

changed to glee when the RD handed him a 

Western-style buckle as a finisher’s prize.

Prichard jumped and hollered, “I got a 

buckle and didn’t have to ride a bull!”

Later, when asked how it felt to finish and why 

he carried the flag, he said, “For eight years, I ran 

from my identity of being a veteran and wanted 

nothing to do with the military, because the 

trauma we all face from service made me into 

the angry, bitter person I was.” Trail running 

and Team RWB, though, “brought back the 

good parts of the military: the camaraderie, 

the brotherhood, the pushing each other to go 

further. I feel I’ve been given a second chance—

if not my fifth or sixth chance—at life.”

Trail Runner contributing editor Sarah 

Lavender Smith mentored at Team RWB’s trail-

running camp and crewed for Prichard at the 

Bandera 100K. She blogs at TheRunnersTrip.com. D
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The Team RWB trail-running camp in Texas brought together top-level trail runners such as Dominic Grossman (back to camera) and Jason 
Schlarb (pictured shirtless) to mentor active and retired military personnel (Prichard is pictured in center with red visor). RIGHT: Just three months 
later, Prichard smiles at an aid station midway through the Bandera 100K, his first ultra-distance trail race. 

A cluster of 
headlamp beams 
appeared in the 
darkness near 
the finish, and 
“Wooo!” rang 
out from behind 
some bushes. 
Prichard burst 
into the finishing 
chute, his three 
running buddies 
sprinting behind. 
A large American 
flag unfurled 
over his shoulder. 
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RIGHT: Mike Foote and 
Mike Wolfe deep in the 
Flathead Range with 
Hungy Horse Reservoir 
behind them. Every few 
days, the runners got 
to use their hands for 
mandatory scrambling 
along the ridgelines.

LEFT: Steven Gnam 
elevating his legs 
following a five-day battle 
with shin splints. After a 
week of rest in the middle 
of the trip, he was able 
to rejoin Foote and Wolfe 
for the final week.  
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“ W H AT  T H E  H E L L  am I doing out here?” Mike Wolfe 

thought to himself. Wolfe, along with Mike Foote and 

Steven Gnam, was less than a week into a 600-mile, 23-day 

trek over the mountains from his and Foote’s hometown of 

Missoula, Montana, to Banff, Alberta. 

The project, which they dubbed the “Crown Traverse,” 

had been in planning for a year. The logistics and funding 

had finally come together, and now they were a few days in, 

high up one night on an alpine ridge.

By all measures, Wolfe, who had plenty of experience with 

long trips in the backcountry, should have been enjoying 

himself. But on that ridgeline, his phone found a signal, and 

he received a text from his wife. Their one-year-old son, 

Colt, was projectile vomiting all over her.

“I’m out here being selfish on this stupid trip, and what’s the 

point?” he thought. “I should be home with my wife and kid.”

Being away from his family ended up being the hardest 

part of the trip for Wolfe, 38. “I hadn’t done an extended, 

remote trip since I’ve had a family,” he says. 

The avid, lifelong outdoorsman from Montana was faced 

with a new sensation. Though the nights away from home 

would be well worth it, at that moment, he would have rather 

been inside, taking care of Colt. “It made me think a lot about 

[climbers, athletes and other explorers] who do a lot riskier 

things than I, with families back home,” he says. “I don’t think 

I could do that sort of thing anymore. I used to think I could.”

So, what was he doing out there? 

T H E  I N S P I R AT I O N
The premise of the Crown Traverse—so named since it 

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: 
On a stormy day in western 
Montana, traversing ice-
glazed rock covered in 
snow, the team was forced 
to steady its nerves. ”Times 
like these assured us that 
this was not a normal 
‘running’ trip,” says Gnam.

Working up the knife 
ridge of Mount Northover, 
Canada.

Wolfe (right) and Foote 
planning out the next day's 
moves in British Columbia. 
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The premise of the Crown Traverse—so named since it traversed an extensive, 
famously beautiful ecosystem called the “Crown of the Continent”—was 
simple: run between two major points, taking the most aesthetically pleasing 
line over peaks and along ridgelines, sometimes off trail.
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE:
A cozy camp under the 
wet, cold skies of British 
Columbia.

Foote and Wolfe on 
a mountain-goat 
and climbers' trail in 
the Flathead Range, 
Western Montana.

David Steele (the 
team's one-man crew) 
looks on while Foote 
studies the next section 
through the Flathead 
Range.

Sometimes a map or 
guidebook is your best 
friend; other times it 
makes for better fire 
starter. The trio found 
it more useful to use 
their insticts than the 
guidebook after many 
hours of frustration 
trying to follow  
outdated beta.

Foote practicing the 
1,000-yard stare.

traversed an extensive, famously beautiful ecosystem called 

the “Crown of the Continent”—was simple: run between two 

major points, taking the most aesthetically pleasing line over 

peaks and along ridgelines, sometimes off trail. In the process, 

highlight the spectacular wilderness the team called home. 

Western Montana and their connection to its pristine, grizzly 

inhabited, mountain landscape had helped define the trio. Wolfe 

grew up in Bozeman, where he and his brother accompanied 

their father on hunting trips from a young age; their father, a 

farrier and blacksmith, had them shoeing horses on ranches 

with him before age 10. 

“Vacation,” he says, “was always backpacking, camping or 

hiking.”

As Wolfe, who would live in Helena and, later, Missoula, 

rose though ultrarunning’s ranks—in 2011, he finished second 

at the Western States 100 and won The North Face Endurance 

Challenge 50 Mile in San Francisco—he found himself spending 

more and more time on the trails with a more recent transplant 

to the region from Ohio, Mike Foote.

Foote, now 32, moved to Missoula in 2004 to finish 

undergrad and, as he puts it, never left. Not a serious 

ultrarunner until 2009—he would win The Bear 100 in 

2010 and the Bighorn 100 in 2012, and finish third at a 

shortened Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc later that summer—he 

was entranced by Missoula’s superb access to trails and the 

surrounding Bitterroot Mountains. 

“[When I was in school] I was aware of the fact that from 

downtown Missoula you could jump on a trail and run to 

Canada, crossing only a couple of paved roads,” says Foote. 

“During that time, I also saw Glacier for the first time, and 

learned about the ‘Crown of the Continent’ concept, so that idea 

stuck in the back of my head.”

The park itself was first dubbed the “Crown of the Continent” 

by the early American conservationist George Bird 

CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE:
A cozy camp under the 
wet, cold skies of British 
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Bird Grinnell in 1901, and forms part of the Crown’s 

preserved 28,000-square-mile ecosystem, which stretches 

from the Elk and Highwood rivers in British Columbia 

and Alberta in the north to the Blackfoot Valley—where 

Missoula sits—in the south.

After Wolfe and Foote met in 2010—and, soon 

thereafter, became training partners and teammates as 

ultrarunners for The North Face—they planned a trek 

from Montana’s southern border at Yellowstone National 

Park to its northern border in Glacier. But circumstances, 

including surgery to repair damaged cartilage and 

ligaments in Wolfe’s ankle, sidelined that project. Then, 

in October 2014, Foote was at the Montana Festival of the 

Book and went to a presentation by Gnam, a photographer, 

on his book Crown of the Continent: The Wildest Rockies. 

Gnam, also 32, had recently moved to Wenatchee, 

Washington, but went to school in Missoula and grew 

up in Whitefish, Montana, adjacent to spectacular 

Glacier National Park. He has spent much of his life 

exploring the adjacent wilderness.

“At one point, Steven put a map up, and you could see 

both Missoula and Banff on it, as ends connecting this 

wild piece of land,” says Foote. “And it just sort of clicked. I 

thought, ‘How cool would that be to link those two points?’”

He introduced himself to Gnam after the presentation 

and invited him to go on a run, where Foote brought up his 

idea. Gnam had long envisioned something similar and had 

already completed several sections of the route.

“I had originally thought of it as a backpacking trip, 

carrying 75-pound packs,” says Gnam. “As I got more into 

ultrarunning, I realized that style would be the most efficient.”

C O M P L I C AT E D  L O G I S T I C S
Gnam jumped at the opportunity, and, over the next year, 

“I had originally thought of it as a backpacking trip, carrying 
75-pound packs,” says Gnam. “As I got more into ultrarunning, 
I realized that style would be the most efficient.”
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“[Steele] is a strict vegetarian, but every morning we had him cooking a pound of 
bacon,” says Foote. “While we would be battling the trail, he faced all these roadblocks 
of his own. One time, the refrigerator went out, and all this elk meat Wolfe had brought 
along thawed, so there was blood everywhere.”

the trio would periodically huddle, working on logistics and 

route planning. They agreed they would need a crew person 

with a vehicle, and recruited Gnam’s friend David Steele—“a 

dirtbag and a ski bum from Whitefish,” says Foote. “And he 

would gladly accept that title.”

Though everyone in the group brought ultrarunning, 

backcountry and climbing/mountaineering acumen, the 

logistics proved troublesome. “We had an idea of how we 

wanted to travel through the mountains, which was high 

up, off trail, on ridgelines when possible,” says Foote. “It 

was the most ambitious route we had ever tried to put 

together, since it tied together the expedition mentality 

and ultrarunning.

”We had to worry about both logistics and self care,” he 

continues. “Stuff like nutrition, gear malfunctioning and 

group dynamics for three weeks straight, all while going at 

a higher intensity than backpacking.”

A C H E S  A N D  PA I N S
On September 16, they ran out of Missoula, heading north. It 

was one of their biggest mileage days—Gnam estimates they 

ran 48 miles. They covered some long stretches of pavement, 

and even longer stretches of hard-packed dirt road.

The repetitive motion gave Gnam shin splints, and he 

joined Wolfe and Foote intermittently for the next several 

days. The rest of the time, he caught a ride with Steele in 

the Sprinter they had rented. “But my shins just got more 

inflamed, and I had full-on ‘cankles’ and a stabbing pain 

that would shoot up my shin whenever I tried to run,” says 

Gnam. “We decided it would be best for me to take more 

time off.”

So, for the middle of the Crown Traverse, Wolfe and 

Foote were on their own. Their days consisted of anywhere 

between 17 and 46 miles, depending on how much off-trail 

bushwhacking was required, and between 8,000 and 15,000 
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feet of vertical gain. On its first major test since surgery, 

Wolfe’s ankle was thankfully holding up.

They would typically start and end each day at the Sprinter 

van, where Steele would prepare food and they could spread 

out and organize their gear. “[Steele] is a strict vegetarian, 

but every morning we had him cooking a pound of bacon,” 

says Foote. “While we would be battling the trail, he faced all 

these roadblocks of his own. One time, the refrigerator went 

out, and all this elk meat Wolfe had brought along thawed, 

so there was blood everywhere.”

Some particularly remote sections required multiple 

days—up to three overnights—away from the convenience 

of the van, so Wolfe and Foote would load their packs with 

up to 30 pounds’ worth of food, water and extra gear, and 

bivy where they ended up. The extra weight and steep, 

uneven off-trail terrain made for cumbersome going, which 

wore on their knees and hips. Foote’s Achilles tendon flared 

up. “It was to the point where I couldn’t sleep well,” says 

Foote. “This was only a week or so into the trip, and I was 

beginning to question whether I could handle 15 or 20 more 

days of that.”

But at the end of a long stretch, Wolfe and Foote would 

again have van support, and found themselves not only 

relieved after ditching the heavy packs, but feeling stronger 

from their efforts.

“My body would come around, and, by the end, even the 

hard off-trail days didn’t hurt any more,” says Wolfe.

G R O U P  D Y N A M I C S
For the group to collectively endure the trek—Gnam joined 

them again, about a week from the finish, with tenuous 

but runnable shins—they couldn’t push too hard. Wolfe 

estimates they moved at about 75- or 80-percent effort.

“It was much more like an expedition than a race or an 

FKT,” says Wolfe. “We couldn’t risk going into the hole and 

giving 100 percent on any one day.”

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE:
On the last river 
crossing, on the last 
day, before entering 
Banff.

Wolfe letting his feet dry 
out after a long 40-mile 
day through rain and 
mostly snow on muddy 
logging roads in British 
Columbia.

Running down a long 
valley, following moose, 
elk and bear tracks in 
Banff National Park, 
Canada.
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They also needed to keep their wits as they trekked 

deeper into grizzly bear country and, wearing nothing 

but running shoes, occasionally crossed sketchy, ice-laden 

peaks and passes. “There were a few times where it was 

like, ‘OK, this has to have our full attention,’” says Wolfe. 

“‘You cannot slip.’”

For the most part, Wolfe, Foote and Gnam had kept 

a lid on conflicts, despite testing their patience with 

each other in close quarters for three straight weeks. 

Though the initial “majority rules” method for decision-

making was thwarted with Gnam’s absence, Foote and 

Wolfe kept tension to a minimum on long days by simply 

keeping quiet.

“I think Mike and I have a really good governing 

system—if we’re getting to that point [of tension], we 

just won’t talk to each other,” says Foote. “When we 

went four days without seeing other people, we would 

go hours without speaking to each other. I think we’re 

both comfortable with that, and it allowed us time and 

space to not build up those annoyances.”

But after Gnam rejoined them, on one exposed 

mountain pass, as snow f lew around them, a small rift 

opened up. “We couldn’t see where we were going, and 

we were arguing about where we were, whether we 

should turn around,” says Foote, noting that “arguing” 

with this group never once entailed raised voices. “I 

wanted to grind forward, while Steven, who is a great 

athlete with an incredible tolerance for suffering, 

wanted to talk it out.”

“I thought we should bail, that things weren’t getting 

better,” says Gnam. “But those guys wanted to ride it out.”

He was overruled two-to-one, but Gnam says these 

differences in approach did not lead to major contention. 

“I appreciate their tenacity and wanting to stick it out 

in crappy conditions,” he says. “It’s a testament to their 

personalities; it’s how they win 100-mile races, and I got to 

see their inner workings—how they handle stress, taking 

challenges all in stride.”

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT:
Foote navigates the top 
of an old glacier in the 
Swan Range. The team 
spent over an hour 
down climbing cliffs 
and skirting around 
rock-hard glacial ice 
before enduring tough 
bushwhacking to reach 
a trail. 

Wolfe following Foote 
along the edge of the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness 
Area. They brought 
lightweight trekking 
poles for the days 
they carried overnight 
gear and also in case 
someone rolled an ankle  
(or worse). 

Last-minute route 
planning before 
traversing the Flathead 
Range, Montana.

Wolfe updated friends 
and family via a 
Delorme inReach 
Satellite Communicator. 
Using an app on the 
iPhone, he was able to 
send and recieve texts 
during the trip. 
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A C R O S S  T H E  B O R D E R 
Once they crossed into Canada, Wolfe, Foote and Gnam 

planned to follow a rough amalgamation of routes known 

collectively as the Continental Divide Trail; anticipating 

singletrack trails and vistas befitting the name, they instead 

found ATV trails and fresh mining roads. Stuck in the 

lowlands with outdated guidebooks, they had to constantly 

readjust their route. 

“We were perpetually lost and route finding for four 

or five days,” says Foote. “The aesthetic was gone, it felt 

convoluted, and it really wore us down. 

“We slept one night on the side of a mining road,” he 

continues. “And the sounds and the light coming from the 

mine made it feel like Mordor.”

On one stretch, they spent 18 miles slogging and slipping 

on a slimy, rain-soaked mining road. They burned their 

guidebooks for the area afterward. “It was probably good 

we found the Crown of the Continent isn’t all pristine 

ridgelines, but also involves resource extraction and cut-up 

public lands,” says Foote. “It helped us reflect on our reasons 

for the trip—enjoying this immense wilderness but also 

inspiring others to protect it.”

After 23 days—22 running, with a day off in the 

middle—Gnam, Wolfe and Foote rolled into downtown 

Banff. Sitting, victorious, in a parking lot, Wolfe glanced 

at his SPOT tracker. Initially, Foote says, they anticipated 

the whole trek would be around 400 miles long, though by 

the outset of the trip, they had upped that estimate to 600 

miles. The tracker read 599.7. So they rose from their seats 

and took off down the main street, going out-and-back to 

record the extra 0.3.

“We thought it would be funny to make it exactly 600,” 

says Foote. “And part of us as runners needed to make it 

600. We’re dorks.”

Alex Kurt has never been to Canada, despite having been 

raised next door. He lives in Minneapolis.
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J A S O N  KO O P,  ONE  OF  ULT R A RUNNING ’S  MO S T  S UC CES SF UL  C O A CHES ,  works in a small, sparsely furnished space, 
where the shelves are filled with running clothes and the walls are covered in to-do lists and haphazard diagrams of feet. When I visit 
him there in November, I meet a lean, lanky 30-something wearing jeans, a denim button-up and blue running shoes. He towers over me, 
at nearly six feet tall. Brown hair lies thick across his forehead; sideburns reach down to his jaw, past prominent ears, framing a slightly 
oversized nose. The overall impression is that of a cross between Abraham Lincoln and Spock.

T H E 
KO O P 
P L A N

W h o  i s  t h e  c o a c h 
b e h i n d  t o d ay ’ s 
t o p  t r a i l  r u n n e r s ?

By Ariella Gintzler
Photos by Fredrik Marmsater
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He folds himself into a chair behind two computer 

monitors displaying line graphs and scatter plots. 

“You can see here, Alex starts going uphill and his 

pace slows down, but his power actually goes up,” he 

says, taking his hand off of the mouse and tracing a 

pair of purple and blue lines with his finger. By “Alex,” 

he means recent Lake Sonoma 50-miler champion 

Alex Varner, who has just uploaded data from his 

most recent workout. Koop clicks a button and two 

more lines appear—cadence and temperature. 

“I'd expect power output to be higher on the uphill 

than on the flats, but not to the extent that the power 

meter is calculating,” says Koop. “Just an example of 

working with emerging technology and knowing 

what data, good and bad, you are getting from it.” 

He looks up from the screen. “I don’t know how 

much detail you are looking for. I could go on about 

this for hours.” 

Koop’s roster of elite-level ultrarunners reads: 

Kaci Lickteig, Dylan Bowman, Mike Foote, Timothy 

Olson, Jen Benna, Larisa Dannis, Dakota Jones, 

Missy Gosney, Alex Varner, Ford Smith. In the last 

four years, these athletes have earned 48 podium 

finishes working with Koop, including three at Lake 

Sonoma, two at the Hardrock 100 and two at the 

Western States 100. Last September, three of the six 

medal earners at the Ultra Race of Champions 100K 

were coached by Koop. But Koop would never tell 

you that unprompted. 

“I’m hesitant to list out all of their 

accomplishments,” he says. “Many of them were 

great runners before I started working with them.” 

So who exactly is the man behind today’s top 

trail runners? If you don’t know, you’re not alone. 

Despite a solid ultrarunning resume of his own, 

including strong finishes at Hardrock, Western 

States and the Leadville Trail 100, Koop is rarely 

the one on the podium at such high-profile races. 

“Jason is known for being a great coach because 

he has done great coaching,” says Jones, an elite 

trail runner who has worked with Koop since 2012. 

“Other coaches are known for being great coaches 

because they have been great athletes. That says a 

lot about him.”

KOOP HAS BEEN nearly six feet tall since the sixth grade. 

Fittingly, he began running on the basketball court. 

Growing up in Dallas, he could dunk by age 14. He 

could also complete conditioning drills faster than 

anybody else on the team, and, by high school, track 

had become his main sport. 

Conveniently, his grandfather owned a 

shoe store. National Shoes specialized in 

dress shoes, but Koop could order from any 

company he wanted. “Truckloads of loafers 

and Oxfords would arrive at the shop, and 

then there would be one box of running 

shoes at the bottom of the pile,” he recalls. 

“Everyone knew who the running shoes 

were for.”

After graduating, he ran on the track 

team at Texas A&M, where he worked 

toward a degree in chemistry and genetics. 

He quickly realized that a traditional science 

career was not for him. “It just wasn’t my 

bag, sitting behind graduated cylinders and 

pipettes, running things through a mass 

spectrometer,” he says.

Meanwhile, his passion for running had 

led to a summer coaching job with his old 

track team in Dallas. There, he fell in love 

with the coaching process, with “seeing 

athletes develop, helping them run faster, 

jump higher.” He returned to Texas A&M 

for his junior year newly determined to 

make a career as an endurance coach. 

The first step was to find a summer 

internship, preferably far from the Texas 

summer heat so he could continue to train. 

There were few options outside of high-

school or college athletics. Then, while 

searching in the computer lab, he stumbled 

on a Colorado-based company called 

Carmichael Training Systems. 

CTS had been founded a year earlier, 

in 2000, by former Olympic cyclist and 

U.S. Cycling coach Chris Carmichael. 

Carmichael had made a name for 

himself coaching Lance Armstrong, 

and his new coaching business was 

“JASON IS 
KNOWN FOR 
BEING A GREAT 
COACH BECAUSE 
HE HAS 
DONE GREAT 
COACHING,” 
SAYS DAKOTA 
JONES. “OTHER 
COACHES ARE 
KNOWN FOR 
BEING GREAT 
COACHES 
BECAUSE 
THE Y HAVE 
BEEN GREAT 
ATHLETES.”

Koop and second-year CTS coach Davis Bentley look at data from a recent workout.
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riding high after the star cyclist’s 1999 Tour de France 

victory. (In a sworn statement he gave in 2013 as part of 

a lawsuit, Armstrong said Carmichael knew about his 

use of performance-enhancing drugs as early as 1995. 

Carmichael has denied this.) 

CTS had only three other staff members, and was looking 

for an intern. Koop headed to Colorado Springs at the end 

of the semester.

He spent the summer learning from the other coaches, 

watching them break down and analyze training files and 

listening to how they communicated that information to 

their athletes. As the token runner at the office, he also 

spearheaded the development of the company’s overall 

running strategy, from the field tests they used to assess new 

athletes to the heart-rate and pace ranges that accompanied 

each running workout. 

“This had a big impact on me,” he says. “I was forced to 

learn everything before actually implementing it in my own 

coaching.” 

Jim Rutberg, a CTS coach who serves as the company’s 

media director, remembers Koop as a highly motivated 

intern with a strong grasp of science and a way of connecting 

with athletes.

“When Jason took on a project, you could count on him 

to deliver,” he says. “He takes a very organized approach to 

everything, from his own training to how he coaches his 

athletes.” Koop wasn’t assigned to oversee running strategy 

for CTS, says Rutberg. “He put his hand up and said, ‘I can 

do this.’ And we knew from experience that he could do a 

great job.”

By August, Koop had gained enough experience to 

continue coaching for CTS on a contract basis from his 

dorm room at A&M. “I actually bought my first cell phone 

that summer so that I could coach people while finishing up 

school,” he says. Upon graduation, in spring 2002, he moved 

back to Colorado Springs to join CTS as a full-time coach.

OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS, Koop’s coaching skills grew. “I 

always had better coaches around me, pushing me to study 

more, become better and know my shit,” he says. 

With the exception of administrative personnel, CTS 

coaches don’t have their own offices; they share a large, 

glass-walled space in the center of the building. The design 

is intentional, says Koop, allowing the coaches to eavesdrop 

on one another’s conversations and hear the training plans 

that others are building for their athletes. 

“That forces everyone in the room to be better,” Koop 

says. “If someone gives the wrong workout or advice, they 

are immediately corrected. Bad coaching practice”—

Though Koop coaches his athletes remotely, they come to his office for testing. This mask measures the amount of oxygen and carbon dioxide an athlete breathes 
out during peak exertion, in order to calculate VO2 max.
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misinterpreting workout data, say, or failing to 

build rapport with an athlete—“sticks out like a 

sore thumb.” 

Koop worked with athletes across all endurance 

sports. Most of them he describes as “normal 

people” just looking to finish a marathon or century 

ride or PR in their next Ironman race.

Meanwhile, his personal love of running 

continued to flourish. Having grown up in the 

flatlands, Koop was amazed and inspired by the 

mountainous landscape of Colorado Springs. 

“Pikes Peak is practically in my backyard,” he says. 

“It was just a matter of time before I started to foray 

onto the trails.” 

In September 2002, just a few months after 

moving to Colorado Springs, he ran the 17.1-mile 

Imogene Pass Run in Ouray, Colorado. He ran it 

again the following year, as well as the 12.6-mile 

Barr Trail Mountain Race on Pikes Peak. In 2004 

he ran his first Pikes Peak Marathon. 

“It was really just a classic evolution from 

running the 1,500-meter in high school and college 

to running a marathon,” he says. “I kept wondering 

if I could run the next distance, and the next one.” 

CTS was still a small company, and Koop was 

one of the few coaches on staff with significant 

running expertise. As a result, the few runners 

that came to CTS were sent his way. In 2004 he 

began working with Salt Lake City native Jim 

Huffman. Koop describes Huffman as he does 

most of his athletes: “Just a normal dude with a 

day job and kids, running around like a chicken 

with his head cut off.” In 2006, Huffman placed 

fifth overall at Western States and second at 

Utah’s Wasatch Front 100. 

“Before I started working with him, he just ran 

a lot, but he had capped out on the amount of 

improvement he could make by simply adding more 

miles,” Koop says. “I gave some logical structure to 

the whole plan.”

Also in 2006, well-known ultrarunner Dean 

Karnazes began working with CTS. Karnazes had 

gained widespread attention for such ballsy feats as 

completing a 199-mile charity relay solo, as well as 

for his popular book Ultramarathon Man, which 

came out that same year.

As one of Karnazes’ new coaches, Koop was 

assigned to crew him at the Badwater 135, a 135-

mile race through Death Valley, and pace him 

for 40 miles. “That was the first time in my life 

where I had an ‘oh, shit’ moment,” he says. “As 

in, ‘Oh, shit, I don’t think I am going to survive, 

and I’m not even the one racing.’” The heat was so 

intense that he felt like he could hardly breathe, 

let alone run 40 miles. But he persevered. “It was 

quite the indoctrination.”

That fall, he accompanied Karnazes on his 

Endurance 50 project—50 marathons in 50 days. 

“I was one of the only people who was there with 

him the entire time,” Koop says. He traveled 

with Karnazes from marathon to marathon, 

monitoring his nutrition and taking daily 

blood and urine samples to track muscle 

fatigue and dehydration.

“Seeing what Dean accomplished was an 

inspiration for me,” Koop says. He ran his 

first ultra, the San Juan Solstice 50-miler in 

southwestern Colorado, the following year.

A year later, in 2008, Koop ran the Leadville 

Trail 100, and in 2010 both Western States 

and Hardrock. He has since run many of 

the major trail ultras in the West, including 

Badwater, the Bear 100, the Zion 100 and the 

Wasatch 100.

AS IN HIS PERSONAL RUNNING CAREER, Koop’s 

evolution into a well-known trail-and-

ultra coach happened gradually. Soon after 

starting work with Karnazes in 2006, Koop 

began asking high-level ultrarunners to join 

CTS’s Sponsored Athletes program, which 

“IT’S THE 
L AW OF 
ADAPTATION,” 
KOOP SAYS. 
“THE MORE 
STRESS YOU 
PUT ON ONE 
THING, THE 
BIGGER, 
BADDER AND 
MORE EFFICIENT 
IT IS GOING  
TO BECOME.”
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Koop on the Intemann Trail in Colorado Springs, one of his favorite local runs.

offers elites free or discounted coaching. “Most of them 

were really young, and it was clear that they had no idea 

what they were doing,” Koop says of those ultrarunners. “I 

just wanted to help them out in any way I could.” At the 

time, few ultrarunners used coaches, and Koop’s advances 

were often met with laughter.

That anti-coaching sentiment has changed. In 2012, 

Koop asked Dakota Jones to join CTS as a sponsored 

athlete. The previous year, the 21-year-old had put himself 

on the map with a second-place finish at Hardrock.  Jones 

signed on with Koop, and within a few months won the 

Lake Sonoma 50. “That opened people's eyes, as Dakota is 

looked up to and well liked,” says Koop. 

Today, roughly half of the athletes on Koop’s roster 

are trail ultrarunners. Almost all, he says, came his way 

through word of mouth.

ANY COACH will tell you that periodization—dividing up 

one’s training into different phases, each with a different 

focus—is necessary for an athlete’s development. But 

coaches organize that periodization in different ways. 

Typically, a training plan moves from developing general 

aerobic fitness, early in the season, to greater specificity—

hard workouts that more closely mimic racing—as the 

season progresses. Such a plan may rotate through different 

types of specific workouts—alternating between lactate-

threshold and VO
2
 max workouts, for instance—during the 

same phase.

By contrast, the approach used by Koop and CTS isolates 

one energy system at a time and works it intensively. This 

philosophy is based on Chris Carmichael’s experience 

coaching Armstrong and other members of the national 

cycling team. Elite athletes, says Koop, have years of 

endurance training under their belts, and additional fitness 

gains will be increasingly marginal. In order to squeeze 

further development out of an already seasoned athlete, 

he says, “You can either increase the total training load, or 

concentrate the load in one area at a time.”

Koop explains that, with this approach, the overall 

training load stays the same, but the gains are much higher. 

“It’s the law of adaptation,” he says. “The more stress you 

put on one thing, the bigger, badder and more efficient it is 

going to become.”



When structuring a training cycle, Koop 

begins with the system that will be used the 

least during an athlete’s goal race, and ends 

with the one that will be used the most. 

For 100-mile races, which are run mostly 

at endurance intensity, that means starting 

with the speed phase (VO
2 
max) and finishing 

with lower-intensity work (high-end aerobic, 

or endurance).

David Roche, a coach and elite trail runner 

based in California, says that the success of 

Koop's methodology may depend on the level 

of the athlete. “His systems-based workout 

philosophy is an optimal way for an advanced 

athlete to chase marginal gains,” he says. “But 

that strategy might not work for everyone due 

to increased risk of injury or breakdown.”

Other coaches echo Roche's concerns about 

injury risk. “When you stress one system 

repeatedly, you are asking for trouble,” says 

Ian Torrence, a coach for Arizona-based 

McMillan Running and a seasoned ultrarunner 

himself. “Koop’s system is born out of a cycling 

background, but cyclists don’t get injured the 

way that runners do. In the case of runners, 

variety facilitates recovery.” 

“The philosophy held by most running 

coaches is based on the hard-easy 

principle”—stressing the body to produce 

an adaptation, then allowing ample time 

to recover, adds Ian Sharman, an Oregon-

based ultra coach and athlete with a number 

of top finishes at competitive 100-milers. 

“Koop comes from more of a cycling 

background where you can do more hard 

days in a row. This approach might cause 

[ultrarunners] to burn out faster than they 

would otherwise.” 

In addition to increasing injury risk, says 

Sharman, a systems-based focus can have 

diminishing returns: “You want to work on all 

energy systems at some point, but if you keep 

doing the same thing again and again, you get 

less benefit from it.”

“Whenever I hear the criticism that back-

to-back hard days leads to an increase in 

injury risk, I chuckle,” Koop says. “The 

practice of running back-to-back long runs is 

extremely common in ultrarunning. Back-to-

back long runs carry a far greater injury risk 

than back-to-back hard days, and produce 

comparatively little additional adaptation.” 

On average, he says, he prescribes his runners 

two or three hard workouts per week; back-

“WHEN YOU 
STRESS ONE 
SYSTEM 
REPEATEDLY, 
YOU ARE ASKING 
FOR TROUBLE,” 
SAYS TORRENCE. 
“CYCLISTS DON’T 
GET INJURED 
THE WAY THAT 
RUNNERS DO.” 
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to-back hard days are scheduled sparingly, and 

only for experienced runners.

Ultimately, says Torrence, diverging opinions 

are constructive: “The coaching aspect of 

ultrarunning is pretty new, and it is important to 

have all of these different coaches with different 

philosophies. We are not sure what works yet.”

KOOP SAYS THAT every coaching decision he makes 

and training plan he implements is grounded in 

science and data. That insistence on objectivity 

can take unexpected forms. When he catches 

himself using an “I” statement during a coaching 

session, he cuts himself off. When taking an 

athlete through tactics for a race, he pulls from 

someone else’s blog, even if Koop has himself run 

that race in the past. 

Why? Because what works for Jason Koop 

might not work for Kaci Lickteig, and what works 

for Hardrock probably won’t work for the Javelina 

Jundred. “In ultrarunning there are a myriad of 

variables that affect velocity,” Koop says, then 

rattles off a list: sleep deprivation; digestive 

upset; thermoregulation; blood-volume shift; 

stress from changes in temperature and altitude; 

mechanical stress on the joints, ligaments and 

tendons; stress on the skin. 

Since Koop began coaching in the early 

2000s, ultrarunning has grown, and with it 

the number of dedicated ultra coaches. But 

the sport and its coaching practice remain 

relatively new. 

“Ultrarunning has not been popular for 

as long as some other endurance sports, 

so there is no infrastructure, no training 

bible,” Koop says. He adds that, because he 

got his start training cyclists and triathletes, 

he has already been schooled in the basic 

framework of endurance training—and, 

more importantly, has learned to aggregate 

data and communicate with athletes about it. 

Newer coaches coming from an 

ultrarunning background, Koop says, lack that 

framework, and too often rely on their own 

personal experience. His advice to aspiring 

endurance coaches is: “Avoid your own bias. 

What worked for you, or the first athlete you 

coached, may not be the best way.” That, and 

get an exercise-physiology degree.

Matt Hart, an elite ultrarunner and coach 

who does not have an exercise-physiology 

degree, agrees that the science is important but 

says formal training shouldn’t be a prerequisite. 

“ULTR ARUNNING 
HAS NOT BEEN 
POPUL AR FOR 
AS LONG AS 
SOME OTHER 
ENDUR ANCE 
SPORTS, SO 
THERE IS NO 
INFR ASTRUCTURE, 
NO TR AINING 
BIBLE,”  
KOOP SAYS.  





“Every good runner we know wants to be a coach,” he 

says. “That alone doesn’t qualify them to be a good coach, 

but it is a great place to start, and it doesn’t mean they 

could never become a good coach. You just need to be 

curious, do your research and have a certain aptitude for 

the science. There has to be room for people who didn’t 

study genetics.” 

Others minimize the role of exercise science altogether. 

Karl Meltzer bases his coaching on his extensive 

ultrarunning experience—he’s won 36 100-milers, more 

than any other runner. “If someone asked me to coach them 

for a 10K, I might steer them to a road-running coach, or a 

shorter-distance specialist,” he says. 

Meltzer teaches his athletes to run by feel, and emphasizes 

mental training: “Science explains what is happening and 

why it is happening”—like an upset stomach or muscle 

cramps—“but it ultimately boils down to how well you 

know your own body and how you are able to push through 

those tough times in a race.”

But, Koop explains, an insistence on hard numbers does not 

mean a mechanical approach. “The most important part of 

my coaching philosophy does not have to do with physiology 

or what other people would consider coaching,” he says. “The 

most important thing is to care about the athlete as a person 

first. All the data comes second.”

Koop calls each of his athletes at least once a week. If 

one has started a new job, or a new semester at school, he 

asks how it is going. They all have his personal cell-phone 

number, and text him on a regular basis.

“Working with Koop is a collaborative effort,” says 

Varner, the Sonoma 50-mile winner, who started with CTS 

in September 2014. “He listens to my goals, and then tailors 

his plan to get me there.” Koop even knows him well enough 

to anticipate and prevent fatigue, Varner says: “He has an 

uncanny ability to push you to your breaking point without 

actually breaking anything, which is great because most of 

us would just run ourselves into the ground otherwise.” 

LAST AUGUST, Missy Gosney ran Nolan’s 14, an extremely 

difficult mountain run in Colorado. There is no official 

event—no aid stations, no set course—simply a standing 

challenge to link 14 14,000-foot peaks in Colorado’s 

Sawatch Range in under 60 hours. (See “The Nolan’s 

Project,” Issue 103, April 2015.)

Gosney had been working with Koop since 2013, the 

same year she started thinking about Nolan’s. She had been 

running ultras for only a few years, but had spent the last 

15 teaching mountaineering for the Colorado Outward 

Bound School. The Sawatch were her home mountains, 

and she decided to make Nolan’s her goal. She started doing 

reconnaissance almost immediately. 
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“The Nolan’s line is on the edge of Missy’s 

capabilities, and she was aware of that,” says Koop. 

“That had been her operating philosophy for three 

years. She couldn’t just go out and do it. This was like 

her Olympics.” 

Koop joined Gosney on the trail in 2014, as she 

made her first Nolan’s attempt and summited 12 of 

the 14 peaks. “I always try to put my athletes in the 

best position to succeed,” says Koop. “This means 

the right coaching, the right training and the right 

support. I felt that by doing Nolan’s with her, I gave 

her a better shot at completing the line.”

The following year, Gosney teamed up with Anna 

Frost, a top mountain runner from New Zealand, to 

give Nolan’s another go. Koop had not planned to 

be there for the attempt, but last-minute business 

brought him to the area. He swung by, at first 

intending to just send Gosney and Frost off. But 

when the two women next met up with their crew, 

three peaks in, there was Koop grabbing Gosney’s 

water bottle for a refill. And again the next time, and 

the time after that. “He couldn’t pull himself away,” 

Gosney recalls. “He knew how hard I had worked for 

this and he wanted to be there.” 

Twenty-four hours into the run, Gosney and 

Frost met their crew at the North Cottonwood Trail 

after battling through a night of storms on 

14,078-foot Mount Columbia. Their moods 

had shifted south. It was too hard. They 

were too tired. They would never be able to 

finish. But Koop pushed them to go on. 

“We came into Cottonwood bitching 

and moaning, and Koop just grabbed my 

backpack and started loading it,” Gosney 

recalls. “I was ready to quit but he wasn’t 

interested in hearing me complain. ” 

At a celebratory dinner after Gosney 

and Frost completed their run, Koop 

presented them with two four-foot-high 

plaques engraved with the Nolan’s route, 

complete with peak names and elevations 

and the pair’s approximate summit times. 

He had commissioned the plaques from a 

woodshop in Leadville, in between stopping 

to crew for the two runners.

“That’s what it’s about,” he says. “Being 

there at the culmination of everything to 

say, ‘Hey, I care.’”

Ariella Gintzler is a freelance writer 

based in Carbondale, Colorado. 

“THAT’S 
WHAT IT’S 
ABOUT,” KOOP 
SAYS. “BEING 
THERE AT THE 
CULMINATION 
OF EVERY THING 
TO SAY, ‘HE Y,  
I  CARE.’”
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Pacific/Desert
03/19 Chesebro Half Marathon 13.1M; Agoura Hills, CA; greatracehelp@

gmail.com; www.ChesebroHalf.com
03/19 Chuckanut 50K; Fairhaven, WA; chuckanut50@gmail.com; 

www.chuckanut50krace.com

03/19 Spring Fling Trail Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Monroe, OR; mike@
oregontrailruns.com; www.oregontrailruns.com

03/25 Badger Mountain Challenge 15K, 50K, 50M, 100M; 
Richland, WA; Jasonreathaford@gmail.com; www.
badgermountainchallenge.com

04/09 Beginner’s Luck Trail Runs 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 25K, 55K; Boulder 
City, NV; rob@desertdash.com; www.beginnersluck55k.com

04/17 Spokane River Run 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K; Spokane, WA; 
spokaneriverrun@gmail.com; www.spokaneriverrun.com

04/23 Rodeo Beach Rumble 8K, 13.1M, 30K, 50K; Sausalito, CA; info@
urbancoyoteracing.com; www.urbancoyoteracing.com

05/01 Horse Lake Half and Five Miler 5M, 13.1M; Wenatchee, WA; 
runwenatchee@gmail.com; www.runwenatchee.com

05/22 Ohlone Wilderness 50K Trail Run 50K; Fremont, CA; director@
ohlone50k.com; www.ohlone50k.com

05/22 Red Devil Challenge 10K, 25K; Cashmere, WA; info@runwenatchee.
com; www.runwenatchee.com

05/28 Mount Wilson Trail Race 8.6M; Sierra Madre, CA; pete.siberell@
santaanita.com; www.mountwilsontrailrace.com

05/28 Trail Factor Half Marathon 13.1M; Portland, OR; renee@
gobeyondracing.com; www.gobeyondracing.com/races/
trail-factor-half-marathon

05/30 Trail Factor 50K 50K; Portland, OR; renee@gobeyondracing.
com; www.gobeyondracing.com

06/04 San Bruno Mountain Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; San Bruno, CA; info@
urbancoyoteracing.com; www.urbancoyoteracing.com

06/04 Truckee Trail Running Festival 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Truckee, CA; 
info@tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/
trail-runs/truckee-running-festival

06/11 NUT 50K/100K 50K, 100K; Glide, OR; renee@gobeyondracing.
com; www.gobeyondracing.com/races/nut-100k

06/11 Rim To Rim Trail Run 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; Chico, CA; racedirector@
rimtorimtrailrun.com; www.rimtorimtrailrun.com

06/12 Holcomb Valley Trail Runs 7M, 15M, 33M; Big Bear Lake, CA; raceinfo@
holcombvalleytrailruns.com; www.holcombvalleytrailruns.com

06/18 Burton Creek Trail Run 6K, 12K, 13.1M; Tahoe City, CA; info@
tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/
burton-creek-trail-run

06/25 Angel Island 5 and 10 Miler 5K, 10K; Ayala Cove, CA; info@
urbancoyoteracing.com; www.urbancoyoteracing.com

HEARTLAND

NORTHEAST

ROCKIES

PACIFIC/DESERT

SOUTH

CANADA

LOCATIONS

PACIFIC/DESERT: AK, AZ, CA, HI, OR, NV, WA, 

ROCKIES: CO, ID, MT, NM, UT, WY

HEARTLAND: IA, IL, IN, KS, MI, MN, MO, ND, 
NE, OH, OK, SD, WI 
NORTHEAST: CT, D.C., DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, 
NJ, NY, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV 

SOUTH: AL, AR, FL, GA, KY, LA, MS, NC, SC, 
TN, TX 

CANADA: AB, BC, ON

For regular updates to our 2016 TROPHY SERIES 
RESULTS, visit www.trailrunnermag.com/trophyseries.

2016 TROPHY SERIES 
PRESENTING SPONSOR

2016 TROPHY 
SERIES SPONSORS

2016 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
P I C K  A  R A C E  A N D  E N T E R  T O D A Y !

IN LEADVILLE, THE ALTITUDE 
STEALS A THIRD OF THE OXYGEN. 

THE VIEWS TAKE 
AWAY THE REST.

YOUR LEGEND STARTS HERE. 
LEADVILLERACESERIES.COM

13,185
FEET



06/25 Taylor Mountain Trail Runs 5M, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Issaquah, WA; 
events@4thDimensionRacing.com ; www.evergreentrailruns.com

07/09 Brian Waterbury Memorial Rock To Pier Run 6M, 13.1M; Morro Bay, 
CA; ksweeny@morro-bay.ca.us; www.leaguelineup.com/rock2pier

07/09 Mt Hood 50 50K, 50M; Mt Hood, OR; renee@gobeyondracing.
com; www.gobeyondracing.com

07/23 Pick Your PoisonTrail Runs 12HR, 24HR; Gaston, OR; renee@
gobeyondracing.com; www.gobeyondracing.com/races/
pick-your-poison-relay

07/30 Harding Hustle 15K, 30K, 50K; Modjeska Canyon, CA; 
jessica@dirtyfeet.us; www.trailrunning.dirtyfeet.us/
hardinghustleindex.html

08/06 Haulin’ Aspen Trail Runs 6.5M, 13.1M, 26.2M; Bend, OR; info@
layitoutevents.com; www.haulinaspen.com

08/07 Skyline 50k 50K; Castro Valley, CA; brian.wyatt@scenamedia.
com; www.scenaperformance.com

08/14 SAR Wild Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Shaver Lake, CA; sarwildrun@
yahoo.com; www.sarwildrun.com

08/20 Big Blue Trail Run 5K, 10K; Incline Village, NV; info@
tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/
big-blue-trail-run

08/21 Marlette 50K and 10 Miler 10M, 50K; Lake Tahoe, NV; info@
tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/
marlette-50k

09/03 Volcanic 50 50K; Cougar, WA; renee@gobeyondracing.com; 
www.gobeyondracing.com/races/volcanic-50

09/10 Lagoon Valley Trail Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Vacaville, CA; info@
lagoonvalleytrailrun.com; www.lagoonvalleytrailrun.com

09/10 Paatuwaqatsi - Water Is Life 50K; Polacca, AZ; dmeyer1724@
gmail.com; www.waterisliferun.org

09/17 Mt Diablo Vertical Challenge 15M; Clayton, CA; brian.wyatt@
scenamedia.com; www.scenaperformance.com

09/24 Flagstaff to Grand Canyon Stagecoach Line 55K, 100M; Flagstaff, 
AZ; itgoes@aol.com; www.aztrail.org/ultrarun

09/24 Mountain Lakes 100 100M; Olallie Lake, OR; renee@gobeyondracing.
com; www.gobeyondracing.com/races/mountain-lakes-100

Rockies
03/06 Moab’s Spring Trail Run and Duathlon 8K, 13.1M; Moab, UT; 

danelle22@msn.com; www.trainingrx.com
04/10 XTERRA CMSP  5K, 12K, 24K; Colorado Springs, CO; victoria@

marathonmajic.com; www.marathonmajic.com
04/16 Spitfire Ultra Trail Challenge 5K, 12K, 25K, 50K; Menan, ID; 

buttingear@hotmail.com; www.buttingeartrailrunning.com
04/23 Cedro Peak Ultra 45K, 45M; Tijeras, NM; KingYogaDesign@

gmail.com; www.cpu45.org
04/23 Valles Caldera Runs 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Los Alamos, NM; kernkt@

cybermesa.com; www.highaltitudeathetics.org
04/29 Salt Flats Endurance Runs 50K, 50M, 100M; Wendover, UT; 

vince.romney@gmail.com; www.saltflats100.com
04/30 Greenland Trail Races 8M, 25K, 50K; Larkspur, CO; jessica@

coloradorunnermag.com; www.greenland50k.com
05/07 Collegiate Peaks 25M, 50M; Buena Vista, CO; burkekaiser@

hotmail.com; www.collegiatepeakstrailrun.org
05/07 Don’t Fence Me In Trail Runs 30K; Helena, MT; lanie@pricklypearlt.

org; www.pricklypearlt.org
05/21 Jemez Mountain Trail Runs 15M, 50K, 50M; Los Alamos, NM; 

jemezruns@gmail.com; www.highaltitudeathetics.org
05/21 Sage Burner 50k/25k 25K, 50K; Gunnison, CO; dcallahan@

western.edu; www.sageburnertrailrun.com
05/28 Rock Hawk Trail Runs 10K 13.1M; Castle Rock, CO; coach@

runnersedgeoftherockies.com 
06/04 Scout Mountain Ultra Trail 35K, 60K, 100K; Pocatello, ID; info@

pocatello50.com; www.pocatello50.com
06/11 South Park Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M; Fairplay, CO; Sherpajohn@

gmail.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/
south-park-marathon

06/16 Bighorn Trail 100 100M; Sheridan, WY; bighorntrailrun@yahoo.
com; www.bighorntrailrun.com

06/17 Bighorn Mountain Wild And Scenic Trail Run 30M, 50K, 50M; Dayton, 
WY; bighorntrailrun@yahoo.com; www.bighorntrailrun.com

06/18 Howelsen 8 Miler 8M; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

06/18 Old Gabe 25K, 50K; Bozeman, MT; runski@bresnan.net; www.
winddrinkers.org

07/16 Sheep Mountain Endurance Run 50M; Fairplay, CO; Sherpajohn@
gmail.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/
sheep-mountain-50-mile-race

07/22 Chase the Moon 12HR; Highlands Ranch, CO; coach@
runnersedgeoftherockies.com; www.chasethemoonrace.com

07/23 Classic 10K Race 10K; Colorado Springs, CO; director@csgrandprix.
com; www.csgrandprix.com

07/23 Spring Creek Memorial 9 Miler 9M; Steamboat Springs, CO; 
ssrunningseries@gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

07/23 Synergy Athlete Half Marathon 13.1M; Crested Butte, CO; info@
livingjourneys.org; www.livingjourneys.org

07/30 Kennebec Mountain Run 15M; Durango, CO; btrimboli@gmail.com; 
www.durangorunningclub.org/events/kennebec-mountain-run

08/06 HURL Elkhorn Endurance Runs 23K, 50K, 50M; Helena, MT; 
slengebrecht@msn.com; www.hurlelkhorn.com

08/06 Rendezvous Mountain Hill Climb 6.1M; Jackson Hole, 
WY; rendezvousmountainhillclimb@gmail.com; www.
rendezvousmountainhillclimb.com

08/06 Silverheels Endurance Run 100M; Fairplay, CO; Sherpajohn@
gmail.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/
silverheels-100-mile-race

08/06 Taos Ski Valley Up And Over 10k Trail Run 10K; Taos Ski Valley, 
NM; info@taosskivalley.com; www.taosskivalley.com/trailrun

08/14 Steamboat Stinger 13.1M, 26.2M; Steamboat Springs, CO; 
SteamboatStinger@HoneyStinger.com; www.honeystinger.
com/steamboatstinger.html

08/20 Continental Divide Trail Runs 15.5M, 50K; Steamboat Springs, 
CO; ssrunningseries@gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

2016 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
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08/20 Rampage the Roots: Fool’s Gold 50M 50M; Pony, MT; ALEXP@
MYSTERYRANCH.COM; www.mysteryranchultrachallenge.com

08/20 Rampage the Roots: Ghosts of Yellowstone 100M 100M; Pony, MT; 
AlexP@mysteryranch.com; www.ghostsofyellowstone100M.com

08/27 Antelope Dash 4M, 8M; Kurt Gowdy State Park, WY; antelopedash@
gmail.com; www.antelopedash.org

09/03 Grand Traverse Mountain Run 40M; Crested Butte - Aspen, CO; 
info@elkmountainstraverse.com; www.elkmountainstraverse.
com/summer

09/03 Meeteetse Absaroka Challenge 5K, 10K, 15K; Meeteetse, WY; 
meetrec@tctwest.net; www.meetrec.org

09/04 10K@10,000FT 5K, 10K; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

09/10 Tommyknocker Ultra 12HRS; Divide, CO; info@HumanPotentialRunning.
com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/tommyknocker-ultras

09/24 Bear Chase Trail Races 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 50M, 100K; Lakewood, CO; 
coach@runnersedgeoftherockies.com; www.bearchaserace.com

09/24 The North Face Endurance Challenge - Utah 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 
50K, 50M; Park City, UT; Endurancechallenge@publicishawkeye.
com; www.challenge.thenorthface.com

Heartland
04/23 Earth Day Trail Run 5M, 15M, 50K; Crystal Lake, IL; dirtrunner100@

yahoo.com; www.muddrunner.com

04/23 Trail Marathon Weekend 5M, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Pinckney, MI; 
info@rfevents.com; www.trailmarathon.com

05/14 Dances With Dirt Gnaw Bone 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; 
Nashville, IN; info@rfevents.com; www.danceswithdirt.com

05/14 Ice Age Trail 13.1M, 50K, 50M; La Grange, WI; iceage50rd@
sbcglobal.net; www.iceagetrail50.com

05/14 Rock-On! Lake Perry 5K, 13.1M, 50K; Meriden, KS; badbendrs@
yahoo.com; www.trailnerds.org

05/21 Highland Loops Trail Run 7M, 16M; Highland, MI; denton.dj@
gmail.com; www.highlandloops.com

05/28 Growing Green Challenge 6.55M, 13.1M; Rush City, MN; run@
treasuredhavenfarm.com; www.treasuredhavenfarm.com

06/04 Kettle Moraine 100 Endurance Runs 38M, 50K, 100K, 100M; La 
Grange, WI; kettle100run@yahoo.com; www.kettle100.com

06/05 Deadwood Mickelson Trail Marathon and Half Marathon 13.1M, 
26.2M; Deadwood, SD; info@DeadwoodMickelsonTrailMarathon.
com; www.deadwoodmickelsontrailmarathon.com

06/11 Conserve School Trail Run 5K, 13.1M; Land O’Lakes, WI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

06/18 The Dizzy GOAT 3HR, 6HR, 12HR; Schramm Park State Recreation 
Area, NE; info@irunwithgoats.com; www.irunwithgoats.
org/2014-dizzy-goat.html

06/24 Black Hills 100 50M, 100M; Sturgis, SD; tiemediaservices@
gmail.com; www.blackhills100.com

06/25 Big Two Hearted Freshwater Trail Run 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; 
Paradise, MI; info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.
greatlakesendurance.com

07/09 Dances With Dirt Devil’s Lake 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; 
Marrimac, WI; info@rfevents.com; www.danceswithdirt.com

07/09 Waugoshance Trail Marathon 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Cross Village, MI;
info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

07/23 Grand Island Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Munising, MI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

07/23 Psycho Psummer Run Toto Run 10M, 20M, 50K; Kansas City, 
KS; badbendrs@yahoo.com; www.trailnerds.org

08/06 Tahqua Trail Run 10K, 25K; Paradise, MI; info@greatlakesendurance.
com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

08/06 The Legend 5M, 13.1M; Laingsburg, MI; info@rfevents.com; 
www.runlegend.com

08/13 Badlands Trail Races 10K, 13.1M, 16M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; Medora, 
ND; eagle.endurance@gmail.com; www.eagle-endurance.com

08/14 VEGGIE RUN at Treasured Haven Farm 6.55M, 13.1M; Rush City, 
MN; run@treasuredhavenfarm.com; www.treasuredhavenfarm.
com/trailrun

08/27 Lean Horse Ultra 30K, 50K, 50M, 100M; Custer, SD; track@
rushmore.com; www.Leanhorse100.com

09/09 Rock Cut HOBO Coyote Howl Nite 10K 10K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/
hobo-runs.html

09/09 Run Woodstock 100K, 100M; Pinckney, MI; info@rfevents.com; 
www.runwoodstock.com

09/10 Hawk Hundred 26.2M, 50M, 100M; Lawrence, KS; hawkhundredrd@
gmail.com; www.hawkhundred.com

09/10 Rock Cut HOBO Trail Race 25K 25K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/
hobo-runs.html

09/11 Rock Cut HOBO Trail Race 50K 50K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/
hobo-runs.html

09/17 Mark Twain 100 50M, 100M; Steelville, MO; mt100rd@hotmail.
com; www.stlouisultrarunnersgroup.net

09/17 The North Face Endurance Challenge - Wisconsin 5K, 10K, 
13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; Eagle, WI; Endurancechallenge@
publicishawkeye.com; www.challenge.thenorthface.com

09/18 Oak Openings Stampede 5K, 25K, 50K; Swanton, OH; randall.
ruch@gmail.com; www.oakopeningsstampede.com

09/18 Twisted Crawdad Trail Runs 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Chadron, NE; dking@
csc.edu; www.chadronrec.com

09/24 Hungerford Games Trail Races 13.1M, 26.2M, 50M; Big Rapids, MI; 
hungerfordgames@gmail.com; www.hungerfordgames.com

09/24 Timber Trail Races 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Harrison, MI; timbertrailtrot; 
www.midmich.edu

09/25 Fall Colors Run 5K, 5M; Rush City, MN; run@treasuredhavenfarm.
com; www.treasuredhavenfarm.com/trailrun

Northeast
03/05 Laurel Run Switchbacker 10K; Boalsburg, PA; info@

tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com
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03/12 Bel Monte Endurance Run 25K, 50K, 50M; Charlottesville, VA; 
alyssa@badtothebone.biz; www.belmonteraces.com

03/19 Terrapin Mountain 50K & Half Marathon 13.1M, 50K; Sedalia, 
VA; czealand@eco-xsports.com; www.eco-xsports.com/events/
terrapin

03/26 Haulin’ in the Holler 5K, 25K, 50K; Eleanor, WV; redstorm1969@
gmail.com; www.haulinintheholler.wix.com/haulinintheholler

04/02 Mile Run Trail Challenge Half Marathon 13.1M; Allenwood, PA; 
jeff@parunners.com; www.parunners.com

04/09 Dirty Kiln Trail Race 5K, 13.1M; Hollidaysburg, PA; bmazur@
alleghenytrailrunners.com; www.alleghenytrailrunners.com/
dirty-kiln-trail-race

04/09 The North Face Endurance Challenge - Washington DC 5K, 
10K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; Sterling, VA; Endurancechallenge@
publicishawkeye.com; www.challenge.thenorthface.com

04/10 Tussey to Whipple  11M; Boalsburg, PA; info@tusseymountainback.
com; www.tusseymountainback.com

04/16 Babcock Gristmill Grinder 13.1M; Clifftop, WV; mountainairproduc-
tions@gmail.com; www.gristmillgrinder.com

04/16 Breaknect Point Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M; Beacon, NY; ian@
RedNewtRacing.com; www.RedNewtRacing.com

04/23 Hyner View Trail Challenge 25K, 50K; Hyner, PA; patraildogs@
yahoo.com; www.hikerun.com

04/23 River Valley Run Trail Half Marathon 13.1M; Baltimore, MD; 
run@rivervalleyranch.com; www.runrvr.com

04/24 Ironmaster’s Challenge 50K; Gardners, PA; ayelk@
centralpaconservancy.org; www.ironmasterschallenge.com

04/24 Trap Pond Trail Run 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Laurel, DE; events@
altisendurance.com; www.altisendurance.com/events/
trap-pond-50k-marathon-and-half-marathon

04/30 The North Face Endurance Challenge - New York 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 
26.2M, 50K, 50M; Bear Mountain, NY; Endurancechallenge@
publicishawkeye.com; www.challenge.thenorthface.com

05/01 Greenwood Furnace Trail Challenge 13.1M; Huntingdon, PA; 
bethking@psu.edu; www.greenwoodfurnacetrailchallenge.com

05/01 Joe English Trail Challenge 12.5K, 25K; Amherst, NH; trailchallenge@
joe-english.org; www.joe-english.org

05/07 24-Hour Adventure Run and Chompawamsic 100k 100K, 
24HR; Triangle, VA; info@athletic-equation.com; www.
athletic-equation.com

05/07 Beidleheimer Sidewinder  10K; State College, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com

05/07 Capon Valley 50K Run 50K; Yellow Spring, WV; RobinKane@
msn.com; www.runcapon50k.com

05/07 Long Island Greenbelt 25K, 50K; Plainview, NY; glirc@aol.com; 
www.glirc.org

05/14 Trail 2 Trail Series: Kettletown State Park 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K; 
Southbury, CT; t2tseries@gmail.com; www.trail2trailseries.com

05/15 Chief Wetona Challenge 7M, 14M; Troy, PA; runfishclick@gmail.
com; www.facebook.com/groups/chiefwetonachallenge

05/21 Worlds End Ultramarathon 50K; Forksville, PA; ultrard100@
gmail.com; www.worldsendultra.com

05/28 Memorial Day Trail Race 10K; Lenox, MA; info@memorialdayraces.
com; www.memorialdayraces.com

06/04 Cayuga Trail Runs 40K, 80K; Ithaca, NY; ian@RedNewtRacing.
com; www.RedNewtRacing.com

06/04 Genesee Valley Trail Run 5K; Parkton, MD; tspruett@geneseevalley.
org; www.charmcityrun.com/page.cfm?pageid=33&eid=1342

06/04 Rothrock Trail Challenge 30K; State College, PA; patraildogs@
yahoo.com; www.rothrockchallenge.com

06/04 There’s A Black Fly In My Eye 10M; Gorham, NH; kim@
mt-washington.com; www.greatglentrails.com/events/
theres-a-black-fly-in-my-eye-10-mile-trail-race

06/05 Treaster Kettle Test-Your-Mettle 10.6M; Boalsburg, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com

06/11 OSS/CIA 50M Night Run 50M; Triangle, VA; info@athletic-equation.
com; www.athletic-equation.com

06/18 Rhododendron Run 25K 25K; Breaks, VA; susanhowellky@
gmail.com; www.cloudsplitter100.com

06/19 Eager Seeger Half Marathon 13.1M; Boalsburg, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com

06/19 Tanglewood Tanglefoot Trail Runs 10K, 20K; Elmira, NY; jchels@
aol.com; www.tanglewoodnaturecenter.com

06/26 Wildcat Mountain Trail Race 5K, 5M; Pinkham Notch, MA; bhurley@
globallaminates.com; www.wildcatmountaintrailrace.com

07/09 Whiteface Sky Races 2.5K, 19.5M; Wilmington, NY; iangolden@
gmail.com; www.RedNewtRacing.com

07/16 Sproul 10K 10K; Hyner, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.com; www.
hikerun.com

07/30 Allegheny Front Trail Run 20K, 50K; Philipsburg, PA; info@
tusseymountainback.com; www.midstateairport.com/events/
AFT_Run.php

08/13 Eastern States 100 100M; Waterville, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.
com; www.easternstates100.com

08/13 River Valley Run Trail Festival 1M, 5K, 10K, 15K; Manchester, 
MD; run@rivervalleyranch.com; www.runrvr.com

08/16 The Wilds Trail Marathon 27.8M; Waterville, PA; sandsba@
gmail.com; www.easternstates100.com

08/21 Lucifer’s Crossing 6.66M; Milford, NY; iangolden@gmail.com; 
www.RedNewtRacing.com

08/27 Hyner Half Trail Race 13.1M; Hyner, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.
com; www.hikerun.com

08/28 The North Face Race To The Top of Vermont 4.3M; Stowe, VT; 
info@rtttovt.com; www.rtttovt.com

09/03 Jay Peak Trail Running Festival 5K, 25K, 50K; Jay Peak Resort, 
VT; chris@sub5racing.com; www.jaypeaktrailrun.com

09/10 Farnum Five.5 5.5M; Lebanon, NH; paul.coats@lebcity.com; 
www.wnhtrs.com

09/10 First Landing Trail Run 10K; Virginia Beach, VA; 1bodyfitness@
cox.net; www.intothewoodstrailseries.com

09/10 Rock ‘N The Knob: PA’s Highest Trail Race 5M, 20M; 
Claysburg, PA; bmazur@alleghenytrailrunners.com; www.
alleghenytrailrunners.com

2016 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
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LA SPORTIVA HALF MARATHON
LA SPORTIVA BERRY PICKER 5K
LA SPORTIVA 5K & 10K @ 10,000 FEET
LA SPORTIVA EVERGOLD 5K & 11K



09/18 Dam Half & Dam Full 13.1M, 26.2M; Mifflingburg, PA; joelheasley@
gmail.com; www.midpenntrailblazers.com

09/19 12-Hour Adventure Trail Run 12HR; Triangle, VA; AlexP@
athletic-equation.com; www.athletic-equation.com

09/25 Cumberland C&O Towpath Marathon and Half Marathon 
13.1M, 26.2M; Cumberland, MD; events@altisendurance.com; 
www.altisendurance.com/events/cumberland-co-towpath-
marathon-and-half-marathon

09/25 Paine to Pain 13.1M; New Rochelle, NY; Eric@PaineToPain.com; 
www.painetopain.com

South
03/05 Foot Hills Ultra 50k & Bear Crawl 10 Miler 10M, 50K; Greenville, 

SC; withoutlimitsgreenville@gmail.com; www.upstateultra.com
03/12 Dances With Dirt Florida 10K, 13.1M, 50K; Dade City, FL; info@

rfevents.com; www.danceswithdirt.com
03/12 Land Between The Lakes 23K, 26.2M, 60K, 50M; Grand Rivers, 

KY; durb417@gmail.com; www.durbinracemanagement.com
03/12 San Felipe Shootout 5K, 10K, 13.1M, ; San Felipe, TX; rob@

trailracingovertexas.com; www.trailracingovertexas.com/
san-felipe-shootout

03/19 Grasslands Trail Run 13.1M, 26.2M, 50M; Decatur, TX; grasslands@
nttr.org; www.nttr.org/grasslands

03/19 Lake Martin Trail Runs 27M, 50M, 100M; Alexander City, AL; david@
davidtosch.com; www.lakemartin100mile.homestead.com

04/02 Altamont Challenge 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Travelers Rest, SC; 
withoutlimitsgreenville@gmail.com; www.UpstateUltra.com

04/16 Brazos Bend 50 10K, 25K, 50K, 50M; Needville, TX; rob@
trailracingovertexas.com; www.trailracingovertexas.com/
brazos-bend-50

04/16 Laurel Run Ascent 11M; Church Hill, TN; markskelton@markskelton.
com; www.RunTriCities.org

04/16 (un)Pleasant Hill Spring Trail Runs 5M, 10M, 25K, 50K; Harrodsburg, 
KY; info@shakervillageky.org; www.shakervillageky.org

04/23 Scenic City Trail Marathon and Half 13.1M, 26.2M; Chattanooga, 
TN; randy@wildtrails.org; www.wildtrails.org

04/23 DTR Endurance Challenge 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 50K; Hobe Sound, FL; 
info@dtrendurance.com; www.downtorun.com

05/07 Run For Kids Challenge 10K, 50K, 12HR; Pelham, AL; 
david@davidtosch.com; www.southeasterntrailruns.com/
RunforKidsChallenge.html

05/20 Without Limits Running Series 5K, 50K, 100M; Greenville, SC; 
withoutlimitsgreenville@gmail.com; www.upstateultra.com

06/03 Hell Hole Hundred 60K, 100K, 100M, 140.6M; Goose Creek, SC; 
eagle.endurance@gmail.com; www.eagle-endurance.com

06/12 XTERRA Muleshoe Trail Run 6K, 16K; Spicewood, TX; joel@
racerevolutions.com; www.racerevolutions.com

07/16 Hotter ‘N Hell Trail Race 8M, 16M; Birmingham, AL; david@davidtosch.
com; www.southeasterntrailruns.com/STS-Race4-July27.html

07/19 Wolf Run 7M; Kingsport, TN; markskelton@markskelton.com; 
www.RunTriCities.org

08/06 Capt’n Karl’s Trail Series - Colorado Bend 10K, 30K, 60K; Lampasas, 
TX; brad@traverserunning.com; www.traverserunning.com

08/06 Night Moves Trail Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; San Felipe, TX; rob@
trailracingovertexas.com; www.trailracingovertexas.com/
night-moves-trail-races

08/13 Death Before DNF 26.2M, 50M, 100M; Black Mountain, SC; 
WithoutLimitsGreenville@gmail.com; www.upstateultra.com

08/13 Still Hollow Trail Runs 10K, 13.1M; Chattanooga, TN; randy@
wildtrails.org; www.wildtrails.org

08/20 Habanero Hundred 50K, 100K, 100M; Smithville, TX; rob@
trailracingovertexas.com; www.trailracingovertexas.com/
habanero-hundred

08/20 Hot Hot Hundred 10K 10K; Morehead, KY; info@nextop-
portunityevents.com; www.nextopportunityevents.com

09/03 (un)Pleasant Hill Fall Trail Runs 5M, 10M, 25K, 50K; Harrodsburg, 
KY; info@shakervillageky.org; www.shakervillageky.org

09/11 Stanky Creek 50k/25k 25K, 50K; Bartlett, TN; events@
altisendurance.com; www.altisendurance.com/events/
stanky-creek-marathon-and-half-marathon

09/17 Barkley Fall Classic 50K; Wartburg, TN; durb417@gmail.com; 
www.durbinracemanagement.com

09/24 Bays Mountain Trail Race 15M; Kingsport, TN markskelton@
markskelton.com; www.RunTriCities.org

International
05/06 Spruce Woods Ultras 100M; Spruce Woods, MB, Canada; dwayne@

trailrunmanitoba.com; www.sprucewoodsultra.com

05/28 Sulphur Springs Trail Races 10K, 25K, 50K, 50M, 100M; Ancaster, ON, 
Canada; turboturtledree@gmail.com; www.burlingtonrunners.com

06/11 Conquer The Canuck 8.33K, 25K, 42K, 50K, 92K; Cambridge, ON, 
Canada; conquerthecanuck@gmail.com; www.conquerthecanuck.ca

07/09 Sinister 7 Ultra 100M; Crowsnest Pass, AB, Canada; info@
sinister7.com; www.sinister7.com

07/09 The Limberlost Challenge 14K, 28K, 56K; Huntsville, 
ON, Canada; info@thelimberlostchallenge.com; www.
thelimberlostchallenge.com

07/16 The North Face Endurance Challenge - Ontario 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 
26.2M, 50K, 50M; Ontario, ON, Canada; Endurancechallenge@
publicishawkeye.com; www.challenge.thenorthface.com

07/23 Dirty Girls Run 32K, 6HR, 12HR, 24HR; Mansfield, ON, Canada; diane@
dirtyrunnerproductions.com; www.dirtyrunnerproductions.com

08/06 Creemore Vertical Challenge 25K, 50K, 75K; Creemore, ON, 
Canada; vertical.pierre@gmail.com; www.ouser.org

08/20 Black Spur Ultra 50K, 100K; Kimberley, BC, Canada; brian@
blackspurultra.com; www.blackspurultra.com

08/20 Squamish 50 23K, 50K, 50M; Squamish, BC, Canada; run@
squamish50.com; www.Squamish50.com

09/09 Lost Soul Ultra 50K, 100K, 100M; Lethbridge, AB, Canada; 
lostsoulultra@gmail.com; www.lostsoulultra.com

09/10  Haliburton Forest 12K, 26K, 50K, 50M, 100M; Haliburton, ON Canada; 
helen@haliburtonforest100.org; www.haliburtnforest100.org

09/24 Run Off The Grid 12K, 25K, 37K, 50K; Mattawa, ON, Canada; 
2natures.harmony@gmail.com; www.naturesharmony.ca/
run-off-the-grid

2016 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
P I C K  A  R A C E  A N D  E N T E R  T O D A Y !

REAL. AUTHENTIC. RACING.
“Put it on your bucket list” – 

XTERRATRAILRUN.COM    877-983-7721



Join us 
at our fun, 
scenic and 

comprehensive 
Photo Camp

2016
(limited enrollment)

 find out more at
www.trailrunnermag.com/photocamp 

July 18-19-20
Roaring Fork Valley, Colorado
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LEARN TO SHOOT 
TRAIL RUNNING 

LIKE A PRO
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GEAR FINDER

SUPPORT
DURING,
RECOVERY
AFTER

Scott Jurek
Pro-Tec Elite Athlete

REDNEWTRACING .COM

What the Hill?! Half Marathon
Half a Half / Half Marathon

April 16, 2016

G.O.A.T.z Gravel Classic
30K / 60K

May 28, 2016

The Dizzy GOAT
3-6-12 Hour
June 18, 2016

G.O.A.T.z Trail Runs
10M / 21M / 50K

October 23, 2016

The Hitchcock Experience
50M & 100M Endurance Runs

December 10-11, 2016

2016 G.O.A.T.z Race Series

Register online: irunwithgoats.org

“THE 
GREATEST 
GEAR BAGS 
EVER”

WWW.VICTORYSPORTDESIGN.COM
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PERSEVERING AT UTMB
“Coming off my second win at Western States, I wanted to come out and run the 2013 Ultra-Trail du Mont-

Blanc as hard as I could, and prove I could hold my own on the international stage. Halfway through the race, 

with a cranky calf muscle, I could barely push off each stride. I wanted to stop in Champex Lac (120K), but a 

nice conversation with a cow changed my mind so I continued on. 

It’s funny how momentum builds. After I reached a terrible low, I found strength once again and started 

picking up the pace. I was in a lot of pain, but, in those last 20 miles, I passed a few runners and proudly made 

it back to Chamonix as the first American and fourth overall. The elation and emotion in that moment was 

unworldly, and I’m so grateful for the people and support that made it possible.” 

 —Timothy Olson

photo by IAN CORLESSIN HIS OWN WORDS






